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'PO Change For Present In
00111pany's Management
--Successful Business.
Tim °barter of the Empire Coal &
MIaharebmpany having expired by
libtion, petitions have been flied
La the Obriatian circuit court to wind
apiliandairs of the company. As
. NON et the stockholders did not &-
While sestinas in the business,1 it
linfilliesneeessary to arrange for the
Inked the property and a general
11111100•1111MMIt of the company's affairs,
r..1,11191ii Ilea be done under the direo-
110111 el/ the mart. Ti.. property in
' all portability will be purchased by
somoid the present stockholders, a
art elimirter obtained and the boil-
O
neittlearried on as before.
Thoeofporation is amply solvent
and hos been successfully conducted
gmor Twain, ng one of Christian
t enterprises. There
are no sr mining lands in the en-
on than the company's prop-
north Christian and its plant
vorepleis and splendidly equipped
with lila best and latest improved
maeldnery, while its product is fa-
mons for be excellence. Pending the
nottiatilinst otitis business, the mine
will be operated as heretofore under
I
the prer=loleat management
antie ente and obligations
#* MO al la She peat.
SCHAEFER MYSTERY'
TWO MEN ARE PLACED
UNDER ARREST.
Terrible Story Told By Wife
Of One Of The Pris-
oners.
(Special to New Era)
BEDFORD, Ind., Jan. 19.—Frank
Evans and Elmer Browning were ar-
rested here charged with the murder
of Miss Sarah C. Schaefer, the crime
being committed Jan. 99, 1904, near-
ly one year ago. Miss Schaefer was
the pretty and popular young Latin
teacher whose murder so stirred up
this community. Two men have al-
ready been tried and acquitted cot the
charge of murdering her. The de-
tectives never gave up the case, and
these two new arrests are results of
their work, and they now think they
at last have the murderers.
Evans is about thirty-three years
of age and works at the Brooks-Cur-
tis stonemill here. Ha has a wife
and children.
Browning is about thirty-five years
old and has no regular occupation.
Sometimes he is employed in a bar-
rel factory and at other times drives
• team for whoever will employ him.
The arrests occur within a few
days of one year from the night the
bruised and mud-covered dead body
of the murdered young woman was
found in the alley where the mur-
derer hal dragged her either Just be-
or (nap after killing kik TheI
++++++.44+++++++4+4-41.
MASS MEETING MONDAY. STRIFE IS ENDED ACCEPTED I CAll
THROUCH THE MEDIA-A mass meeting in the interest of the Tobacco TION OF COV. DOUCLAS.Growers' association will be held Monday, January
23, at the court house in Hopkinsville. All citizens
are invited and urged to be present.
W. W. RADFORD, Chairman.
4444...4+44
murder was a most mysterious one
and seemingly baffled all efforts of
many skillful detectives to find the
guilty person or persons. The great
trouble all along has been to get a
starting point—to find anyone who
could have had a motive to impel
them to do such a deed—murders are
not committed without a motive, and
this young woman wasn't known to
have an enemy on earth.
Evidence in the possession of the
police consists of a suit of blood-
stained clothing, including a black
tie and a 'One, the instrument of
death. This evidence was given the
police by Mrs. Laura Massie, the di-
vorced wife of Browning. Mrs. Mas-
sie's statement alleges that Brown-
Notes About People
(From Thursday's Daily
Mrs. J. E. Riehmond, nee Miss Su-
sie Stratton, of Hanford, Cal., is vis-
iting the family of Judge W. P. Win-
free.
Mr. H. C. Locker, of Lafayette,
spent last night in the city.
Mrs. T. J. Morrow and children,
are visiting relatives in Harrods-
burg, Mo.
W. R. Wets, M. E. Bacon, Gill
Edwards and Joe Wall went to
Nashville last night to see "The
Prince of Pilsen." 1
James Cate, of Hopkinsville, who 
I
has been visiting Dr. and Mrs. L. A.
King, on Upper Main street, for sev-
eral days, returned home yesterday.
I —Henderson Gleaner.tug told hee that the two men, Evansl
and Browning, laid in wait for the I
victim at the mouth of tne alley.
Browning struck her with the stone, I
and Evans dragged her to the cab
shed and attempted to criminally as-
sault her.
A New Candidate.
It Is reported on apparently good
authority that Judge James Breath-
itt will be a candidate for the Repub-
lican nomination for county judge.
A petition in his interest is being
circulated among the voters.
Miss Mary Peyton Moore has gone
to Mississippi to visit friends and
relatives.
Mrs. J. W. Harned and son, John, i
have returned from their holiday j
trip tg Hot Springs where they met ,
Dr. Harned and accompanied him
home on his return trip.
Mrs. Samuel G. Buokner has gone
to Nashville to spend a few days
with friends and will then go to
Plant City, Florida, to visit relatives.
arnilONTANICTO
Soloist Promida Pneemeida
The Cotton Mill Operatives
Have Experienced Hard-
ship and Suffering.
BOSTON, Jan. 19.—The strike of
the cotton mill operatives at Fall
river, which affected about 28,000
persons, and has been in progress for
six months, to the great hardship
and suffering of Fall river people, is
settled, through tho mediation of
Gov. Wm. L. Douglas.
Under the terms of an agreement
acaepted by both manufacturers and
operatives, at a conference bald at
the state house, the strikers will re-
turn to work at once under 18)4 per
cent. reduction, against which they
struck last July, and with no dis-
c.imination because of the strike.
No rate of wages was established,
but it was agreed that Gov. Douglas
should investigate the matter of
margin between the cost of cotton to
the owners and the selling price of
the cloth and submit his conclusions
as to an average margin upon which
the manufacturers are to pay a divi•
dend of five per cent, on the wages
earned from the present time to
April 1.
Both sides regard the outcome of
the deliberations as a victory.
FpR SALE—Tobacco screws, Lewis




Rev. Mr. Armistead WM
Leave Tomorrow For
His New Home.
The Rev. Joseph D. Armistead has
accepted a call to the pastorste of An
Norwobd Christian church at Oira.
oinnatt, O.
Mr. Armistead has Just returned
from a two weeks' visit among this
congregation of the church and.
oeoupled the pulpit on the Anat
two Iinhdays. The church is in a
flourishing eondition and the field is
a large one, the call to Mr. Arniiii.-
tead being very flattering. The tal-
ented and consecrated young minis-
ter will leave tomorrow for Cincin-
nati to enter upon the clisobarg‘ of
his duties. His wife is In Lexington
visiting Meads and relatives end
will join him in a few days. Tbo
many friends of Mr. and Mrs. Armi-
stead wish them all possible
nese and good fortune in their new
home.
Tried Here.
John kirkpatrick of Davies' owing.
ty, °barged with selling whisky
without license, had bin examining
trial bars Tuesday before Commis-
sioner Youts, and was held over to
the federal court. United States
Deputy Marshal J. C. Nichols took




Hopkinsville Tobacco Warehouse 
We Handle Your Tobacco on the
Following Terms:
We strip it for 26c per 100.
Will furnish empty hogsheads,
50c per 100.
Will take out type samples while prizing and turn it over to you
or the Executive Committee.
This will be done PROVIDED the tobacco is stored with us after
prizing and the following charges paid before delivery:
Outage sampling and delivery, $2.50 per hogshead.
Insurance, 25c for first 60 days, and 25c per month thereafter.
Storage, four months FREE; 25c per month thereafter.
Of course you can take your tobacco out the day it 'is prized by
paying the outage charge. If you don't want to insure, write us "not to
insure" and it will not be charged, except where advances are made. 
properly assort and prize it for
•
00
We have a large, comfor-
table, well lighted
Loose Floor,
where we are making sat-
isfactory saes.
'CHARGES:
10 CTS. ER 100,
3 Ceerrit COMMISSION
OS•1 The Abernathy Co. H. H. Abernathy, Mgr
 O.
• Sol 'cif I
Consignments
of Prized Tobacco.









11110111, oft %,11, 11110>11 lel% soib. mo 'ye. Is, , Alf ar of ar , All dr, or dir, mf sr , dr 41If •
. Bars FACE MI R, L. 111100011:10 Bad blolod iesini.s from had digestilioinl- CAPTs BASS Is DEADbad stomach, bad liver. bad kidaeys-at-
MASS Of SORES ,
tended with had, foul hr 'nib coated
tongue, bad taste, bad headaches had
appetite and kindred symptoms. Bad as
these all are, and serloits as are the dis-
IS RE-ELECTED AS CITY oases to which they lead, Dr. Pierce's PASSES AWAY NEAR KIRK-Golden Walked Discovery comes to the
relief and eitre of all these by regulating
1 and invigorating STomAcii, LivER.Ears Looked as if They Would Drop 1 BOWELS and KIDNEYS. and putting
Off-Body Entirely Covered with 
1 
all these organs In ROM order.
"Golden Medical Discovery" contains
Humor-Three Doctors Could (From Friday's Daily) no alcohol. opium or other harmfulTile deeth of Capt Robert Frank-drugs; neither does it contain sugar or
syrup, which are inhiriens toluene stem. lin Batts at his bouts near Kirkinens•Not Cure-Child Grew Worse. An adjourned meeting of the city achs. Without any of those it retains Its
council was held last night, all maw- pleasant taste and marvelous healing vi lie reinoves one of Todd county's
qualities In the most trying climate.. most influential citizens. Urseiniebens of the council bein In present. _ Don't let a helligh Iliediellie !teller client.
CURED BY CUTICURA the absence of Mayor ef hie dethH ou enry, Mr. substitute. lie's only looking out for a
y out of your health by irk lug yin' a poi/ton lug was the CHUM) a 
IN TWO WEEKS john B. Galbreath was elected may- larger profit, not for your wood. Shim He was sixty years of ago am! is iter•him. ilimest, unselfish deniers mem-
v 'veil by a widow and oue child,mend the "Golden Medical Discovery."or pro tem. Several physicians' ac-
"That vino' remedies are not for the tow.counts for vacolnatiou and other bills but for tbt, Minn is erident. for 1 twrsonallY 
The di cleared had a worthy record
kin. George J. Steese, of 701 Coburn know of manY lieUrl.f. of nerrante 131 this eltY as a Confederate soldier and was, made by hoard of health 'were audit- who hare been rt,stered to health andSt., Akron, Ohio, tells in the following strength hy your medici nes," thus writes °mitt' in of a cavalry compal.y. Heletter of another of those remarkable ed and ordered paid. Dr. R. L. H? enry LIttidsheft &Pi., A IderMall In MA
MANSVILLE
Ward, Buffalo. N. V., of 1204 Jefferson St reet. represented Todd county in the leg-cures of torturing, disfiguring skin Woodard was re-elected health oft- tt1 know that Dr. Pierce's Golden MedicalDIticovery Is most valuable in cases Of tit- islature for a terni, being elected ashumors daily made by Cuticura Soap, cer and the following gentlemen rangernent of the liver, having taken theassisted by Cuticura Dint m en t, medicine some two years IMO when I hall a a Democrat, and was a member ofafter physicians, and all else had were elected to mimpoise the board bad attaek of liver trouble. and 1 nt•ver used
failed: "I feel it my duty to parents ' the constitutional convention which
a medicine before that did me So Much
'64.4 of other poor suffering babies to tell of health: W. T. Tandy, R. E. Coop good. I have known Dr. Pierce for twenty- 1six years. and do not wonder at 1th:success,you what Cuticura has done for my er and E. B. Long. Dr. Woodard's for he is a physician and man of sterling
qualities. is possessed of extraordinary skill,little daughter. She broke out all
re-election is &merited compliment. and he has In his Sanitarium a corps of 4 I. over her body with a humor, and we Sin.-daunts who are etutsen beCULIM43 of thyi re ,H1.. ' :, used everything recommended, but HIS work, especially during the re- unusual knowledge and professional mian."
I tore, they all claimed they could help cent smallpox scare, has been faith- Ing ailment, write to nr. Pierce and got,
If suffering front any obstinatelinger-, without results. I called in three doc-iti •. •''.'
free of charge, sound medical advice.
Ile has the counsel and assistance of a
large staff of expert specialists.
The People's Common Sense
Medical Adviser, by R. V.
Pierce, M. D., Chief NIP:Lilt-
ing Physician to the Inva-
lids' Betel Bud Surgical
Institute, Buffalo, N. Y.
Paper-bound FREE on re-
ceipt of 21 one-cent stamps
for mailing wily; or cloth-
bound for 31 cents. Address
the Author, as above.
I her, but she continued to grow worse. ful and efficient, and he has given er-
' Her body was a mass of sores, and her Wince of not only fine medical skill,little face was eaten away, her ears
! looked as if they would drop off, but splendid executive ability as
Neighbors advised me to get Cuticura
=sand Ointment, and before I had well. Dr.bWoodard's annual report
• 
half of the cake of soap and
box of ointment the sores had all 
shows that 168 persons died in the
city of Hopkinevilie in 1904, one lesshealed, and my little one's face and
..'' • body was as clear as a new-born babe's. than in 1902 when there were 159I would not be without it again if it
costfiye dollars, instead of seventy-five deaths. In 1903 there were 120
cents, which is all it cost us to cure deaths. The deaths in 1904 were
if our baby, after spending many dollars
on doctors and medicines without any as follows: 'White-males, 24; Is-
benefit whatever." males. 25. Colored-males, 57; fe-
males, 62. There were 69 births re-
Rest for Mothers.
Instant relief and refreshing sleep
foe skin-tortured babies, and rest for
tired, fretted mothers, in warm baths
with Cntieura Soap and gentle anoint-
ing; with Cuti en ra Ointment, the great
Ain cure, and purest of emollients.
CIODUNI 011•13101•, find MI aro mid throughout
eatorki. Potter anas Chem. Corp.. Boehm, auk erre.tier Saud tor HOW Is Cure Baby !honor"
SLEEP FOR BABIES ported to Dr. Woodard, 82 males and
87 females, as follows: White- A reunion of the Barker family,
males, 25; females, 32. Colored- with Miss Matte Barker as hostess, •
males, 7; females, 5. There were was held Thursday at the hospitable (From Saturday's Daily)
doubtless many births in colored home of Col. Thomas M. Barker, ih Mrs. Edith& Bush, formerly of this
families not reported. the Kennedy vicinity. During the city, died this morning at her home
in Louisville. Site was ti e wife oflife of the vonerable Mr. Chiles T.
NotesAboutPeoplt
(From Saturday's Daily)
Mrs. Max Lowenthal is in Prince-
ton, hid, visiting friends.
Miss Bettie Isar, of Nashville, is a
guest of Mrs. Henry Frankel.
Mr. and Mrs. W. J. Garnett are vis-
iting the family of Rev. Francis Lee
Ocif! in Florida.
Mr. Samuel Brains, of the Western
Union Telegraph office has gone to
Hopkiiieville, where yesterday he
attended the funeral of his fostet
brother, Mr. Warner Campbell.-
Paducah Register.
Mr. John C. Riley, the Hundereon
newspaper man, spent yesterday iii
the city.
(From Friday's Daily.)
Mr. James P. Thompson, of Hop-
kinevilte, is here visiting his broth-
ers, Messrs. R. B. and M. S. Thomp-
son.-Cadiz Record.
Judge 'Wallace Hancock will re-
MED REUNION
framed the new Constitution of Ken-
tucky he time of his death he
i was road te.atiniseitiner for his dis-





A. B. Coarnan, Chicago, writes
March 4, 1903: "Havlez been troub-
led With lumbago at different times
and tried one physician after another;
then different, ointments and line-
inmost, gave it up altogether. So I
tried onee more, and got a bottle of
Ballard's Snow Linament, which
I gave me nimcst instant relief. I
Lan chnerfidly recommend it, and
I will add my name to your list of
I former sufferers." 25c, 50c and $1.
Sod by Ray & Fowler.
---
Mr. A. O. Bush, who was it leadingBarker annual reunions, which werePleasant and Most Effective
merchant in Hopkinsville, and aalways delightful events, were ',heldT. J. Chambers, Ed. Vindicator.
Liberty, Texas, writes Dec. 26, 1902: 
brother of Mrs. R. L. Boulware.upon the anniversary of his birth,
Thursday night Mrs. Bush becamea"With pleasure laud unsolicited by nd his granddaughter will perpetu-
HEALTH OFFICER.
you, I bear testimony to the curative ate these occasiot.s. The celebration extremely ill front a complication of
power of Ballard's Horehound Syrup. Thursday was a most plesettet and diseases and was unconscious to the
I have used it in my family and can hoteresting event. A seseki-courme time of her death. She was about
cheerfully affirm it is the the most dinner was one of the enh,yable re s- fifty years of age, and was formerly
effective and pleasantest remedy for tures. The residence was beautifully
Miss Editha Ritter. She was a noblecoughs and colds I have ever usod." decorated, and the kindred spent a
Chrisoaa woman and loved aid ad-Kee 60c, $1. Sold by Ray ift Fowler. very happy day.
mired by all who knew her. She re-
CIRCLE MEETING
The following program will be dis-
cussed at the 92nd meeting of the
Third circle to be held at South Union
Baptist church Jan. 28- 29, 1906:
1, Sub-Mission Works, Past, Pres-
ent and Future-Rev. J. A. Kirtiey.
2. Mission Works in Cuba-Dr. J.
D. Clardy.
3. Mission Work in Parana-J. F.
Garnett.
4. Mission Work in Philippines-J.
turn to Cadiz today after a visit to S. Lyle, W. W. Radford.
to his parents.
The Rev. Reno Downer is in the
city visiting relatives.
Mrs. M. E. Rodgers has returned
from a visit to relatives at Madison-
ville aud Guthrie.
Mr. J. B. Rogers spent yesterday
in Paducah.
Paul Wynn, tial n3signed his posi-
tion as clerk in tee Willard Hotel at
Louisv I le, and has resumed his old
position of night clerk at the Hotel
Latham here.
Sickening Shivering Fits
of Ague and Mittens, can be relieved
and cured with Electric Ritter..
This in a pure, tonic medicine; of es-
pecial benefit in malaria, for it ex.-
erts a true curative 1Lfluence on the
disease, driving it entirely out of Do
system. It is much to be prefer re,
to Quinine, having none of thi•
drug's bad after-effects. E. S. Mull
day, ef Henrietta, Texan.. writes:
"My brother Was very low wirt
malarial f. ver wed lentil ii'.', till
took Electric Bitters, which saved
his life. At L. L. Elgin aid Hay &
Fowler's drug stores: price 50e, gnat.
anti-pd.
Murderer Held Over.
J. T. Rushing returned y'es-.
terday Bann Shaw neetown, Ill.,
where he attended the preliminary
hearing of James H. Curry, who is
chisiged with the murder of life huei•
itealt partner, Mr. A. J. Rustling, a
brother of Rev. Birthing. The ac-
cused was bound over to the grand
Jury, whirl() convenes iu April, undo,
a $6,000 bond, which he failed to give.
He was sent to jail. The murderer's
isttorneys will enter a plea of Wear.-
for their ollent.-Owensboro In-
4e.4-• 414
6. Life of Reuben Ross-C. S. Brad-
ehaw, R. G. Lyle.
6. Why I Am a Baptist-P. B.
Grant.
7. The Sunday-school as a Soul
Winning Agency-H. C. McGill.
8. Five Minute Talks on the Sun-
day-school-H. C. McGill.
Lessem-J. A. Kirtley, P. B. Grant.
9. Sermon-O. J. Cole.
Everybody is invited to attend and
take part in the discussions.
S J. Lowry, President.
Rev. Carlisle P. B. Martin,
L.L. D•
Of Waverly, Texas, writes: "Of a
morning, when first arising. I often
lied a troublesome collection of
which produces a cough and
very hard to dislodges, hut a small
piantity of Ballard's Horehound
syrup will at once dislodge it, and
. he trouble is over. I know of ne
eedicine that is &Ina' to it, and it is
.0 piedmont to take. I can most cur-
"tally recommend it to all persons
aeeding a metilcine for throot or
ling trouble." 26e, She and $1. Sold
ay Ray & Fowler.
Kis Injuries Fatal.
Park Higdon, who was etrock by
. train near Treeton, several days
a2o, is dead. On of his legs was am-
putated and he survived toe opera-
tom only a few hours.
Creatiy in Demand.
Nothing is more in demand than a
.,,edicine which meets modem to-
quiromen..s L.;r a blood dam. system
dieanser, such as Dr. King's New
Life Pills. They are just what you
asted to cure stomach and liver trou-
bles. Try them. At L. L. Elgin ane
Ray & Fowler's drug stares, 26c.





wars. The burial will nt) front the
If your blood is impure, thin, die- residence Monday morning at 10:30eased, hot or full of humors, if you
o'clock, a id the Interment will takehave cancer, blood poison, carbunc-
les, eating sores, scrofula, eczema, place at Hopewell cemetery with
'Whinge, risings and Inmps, scabby, simple rites conducted by ltev. H. D.
pimply akin, bode pains, catarrh, smith.
rheumatism, or any blood or skin _
disease, Cake Botanic Blood Bairn Spoiled Her Beauty.
(B. B. B.) according to directions. Harriet Howard, of 209 W.34th St.,
Soon all sores heal, aches and pains
New York, at one time had herstop, tLe blood is made pure and rich
beauty spoiled with skin trouble.leaving the skin free front every
She writes: "I had Salt Rheum oremotion, and giving this rich glow of
perfect health to the skit'. At the Eczema for years, but nothing would
same time B. B. R. Improves the di- cure it, until I used Bucklen's
gestion, cures dyspepsia. stronghtene Salve." A quick and sure healer for
weak kidneys. Just the medicine cuts, burns and sores. 25c at L. L.
for old people, as it gives them new 
Elgin and Bay & Fowler's drug
vigorous blood. DI uggisto $1 er 
stores.
large bottle, with directions fer home Andrew McComb Dead.cure. *Samples frets anti prepaid by
writing the Blood P,alt» Co . Aden-
ta, Ga. Describe trouble and special Andrew McComb, the old blind
free medical advice also sent in seal-
ed letter. B. B B. is especially ad- negro, who for several years has
vIsed for chrouic, deep-seated cosise stood on the street corners (luring
of impure blood and skin diseases,
and cures after all else fails, the day soliciting alms front passe' s-
by, is dead ef was sixty-
FOR CROFTON five years of sge,and, up to the timeblindness incapacitated him fromwork, was a self-supporting, holue-
tious main, isial was respected by all
Rural Free Delivery Starts who knew him atneng the white
people as well as in his own race.
January 16.
(From Saturday's Daily)
A Washington despatch estates that
rUlal free delivery has been ordered
eat abliehed tor Crofton, in North
Christie!' beginning Januars. 16. The
ar a to b., covered is 19 square miles,
and 452 people will he iservjal.
Imperfect Digestion
Means less natrition and in conse-
quence less vitality. When the liver
fails tu seerete bile, the blond be-
Collies loaded with bilious properties,
the, digestion becomes impaired and
the bowels eonstipated, Heroine
,vill rectify this; it gives tone to the
...tentacle liver fIII(I kidneys, strength -
"lie the appetite, clears and improves
the complexion, infuses new life and
vigor to the whole system'. GO cents
a bottle. Sold by Ray. & Fowler.
A. MIT dr11 Wt. X A.
Bears the The Kind Vie Have Always tuugtd
aipiiteze
moved front Hopkinsville to Louis-
ville with her husband ten years ago.
'Fite eel:mins will be brought to this
city Sunda:, mornitig iittd will be ta-
ken to the home of Mr. R. l. limit-
A C rim Tragedy
is daily enacted, in thousands of
homes, as Death claims, in each one,
another victim of Cousumption or
Pneumonht. But when Coughs and
Colds are properly treated,the trage-
dy is averted. F. 0. Huntley, ot
Oaklandon, Did., writes: "My wife
had the consumption, and three doc-
tors gave her up. .Finally she took
Dr. King's New Discovery for Con-
sumption, Ceughs and Colds, witich
cured her, and t"-day she is well and
strong." It kills the germs of all
diseases. One dose relieves. Guar-
anteed at 50c and $1.00 by L. L. Elgin




For Infants and Children.









Ist..so PURIFIES IMO BLOOD.
Don't become discouraged. Titers is • ours for rot. It necessary writs Dr. rellfte.
He Lae spent a lifetime Curing Belt such cams as yours. An ossauttatiose
Health Entirely Broken
Dr. M. M. renner, Fredonia, N. T.
Dear Sir;-My health wee broken ep esti.-
ly from overwork, sewing, when I was hewer
mended to to take some of your Restedy.
moililliiiI have used about 2 of your large she bottle
and am more than pleased with the remits -.
have gained 20 pounds since I costumed Sit-
ing it. ,
I would heartily recommend it to say MINIM
for troubles peculiar to their sex.
MRS. COR4
334 Wysor St., Muncie, Ind.
Sold by Druggists, 50c. and $1. Get Cook Book and Treatises
the Kidneys-FREE.
For Salei by R.-C. Hardwick.
Louisville and Nashville Railroad
TIME CARD. Effective April lath.
NORTH. SOUTH.
No 62 St Louis Express 0.41 am No 61 St Louis Express CU pet
No 64 St Louis Fast Mail.. 0:20 pm *No 68 St Louis Fast Mail 6:40 a In
No 92 Chicago and New No 't Chicago and Neje
Orleans Limited 5'40 am Orleans Limited. >„..11:01 a teNo 66 Hopkinsville Accom.,8:46 p m No 66 Hopkinsville A.000lV\ .11:40 a m
*Does net stop
Not 12 and 64 connect at $t Louis for all 'pointa west.
No 61 connects at Outhri for Memphis line points as far south OM MIDand tot Louisville, Cinciunatiand the east.
Nos. 68 and 66 make direet connection at Guthrie for Lout/nab,oinnati and all points north 'and east thereof. Nos Wand 66 SILO 01)1Sneatfor Memphis and way points.
No. 92 rune through te. Chicago and will not carre_peasetureer So pokessouth of Evansville, also carries through sleepers to St. Louis.
No. 98 through sleepers to Atlanta, Macon, Jackson fills, St. Anglaiseand Tampa, Fla. Also Pullman sleepers to New (Hoene. Oomms atGuthrie for points east and West.
J. C. HOGE, Ag‘
pr-p\gLe You eQuipiDe?
It's 10 to I yule do If you are a victim
of malaria.
Don't DO it. It's Denotes..
1‘ :11 admit it will oure malaria, but It leaves
almost deadly after effects.
HERBINE
is purely vegetable and absolutely
to cure malaria, sick headache, fironlinusataX
and all stomach, kidney and liver complaint&
TRY IT TO-DAY.
30 Came e. Bottle. All Druilitiss-





E. B. LONG, W T. TANDY, J AS A YOUNG, Jr
Cashier. Asst CashierPres.
The C TY BANK
Capital  • $60,000.00
Surplus and Undivided Profits.. $70000.00
The surplus of this bank is larger than that of allot
Banks III Christian county4onItptied; and Di proportion to Capital ra
among the first in the S;ate of Kentucky. Every dollar of this surplus
been earned, ind:catiug the success and strength of this institution.




You pay 10c, then you'll foil "if you do
lwatch out."
H L. Lebkuecher. Mak(
-.44-0-4-4144-0-4+0+1-04-Ot,-.+444÷0-444-044-•-•4-4.44•4•••••54444444.
BRAME'S STABLE
Successor to Gelay &Brunie. Cor. 7th & vir. sta.
LIVERY AND FEED STABLE
For a :deo drive, npsto-date rigs and courteous attention giv
me a calla Hack sere, cc for the city-meeting all trains. Fun
ral arul wedding parties a specialty. Home phone 1818, Cullibt
land phone 32. I will i#13 glad to have all any friends give m
their patronage.




Escaped the Terrors of Many Win tr.:;
by Using





MR. ISAAC BROCK, BORN IN BIUNCOMBf GO., N. C., MARCH I, 1788.
His age Is 115 jeers, vouched for by authentic record. lie says: "1 attribute
my extreme old age to the use of Peruna."
Born before the United States
was formed
Saw 22 Presidents elected.
Pe-tu-na has protected him from
all smitten changes.
Veteran of four wars.
Shod a horse when 99 years old.
Always conquered the grip with
Parana.
Witness In a land suit at the age
110 years.
Believes Peruna the greatest
remedy of the age for catarrhal
diseases.
ISAAC BROCK, a citizen of McLen-win county, Texas, has lived for 115
= For many 
years be resided at
Ira Falls, eighteen miles west of
WINK, but now ltvcwitIi his son-in-law
tib'4J,......04eValley Mills, Texas.
•'0,- . A short time ago, by request, Uncle
base came to Waco and sat for hot pie- In speaking of his good health and
tarS* La his band he held a stick cut extreme old age, Mr. Brock says:
'LS
,
( I The Pembroke opera house has
., ' S it composed et local business men.W 
:1 beeni0 leaseduse   c o tri by p at thl: , a 
tlPembrokeorganization
zOapt :ro:
Q! IIUWE IP The officers of the company are RPrft follows: M. L. Levy, president; El-
don Crutchfield, secretary and treas-
. 
11; rer; R. S. McGehee and John H.
• Pendleton, managers.
dk The new cnmpany will make some
1.needed improvements at the opera
Z house, and will endeavor to furnish
X some high-class attractions for the
. I 
l' theater-going people of the town
w nd community. bivery possible ef-
from the grave of General Andrew
Jackson, which has been carried by him
ever since. Mr. Brock is a dignified old
gentleman, showing few signs of de-
crepitude. his family Bible is still pre-
served, and it shows that the date of his
birth was written 115 years ago.
Surely a few words from this remarka-
ble old gentleman, who has had 115
years of experience to draw from, would
be interesting as well as profitable. A
lengthy biographical sketch is given of
this remargai,le old man in the Waco
Times-Herald, December 4, 1898. A still
more pretentious biography of this, the
oldest living man, illustrated with
a double column portrait, was given the
readers of the Dallas Morning News,
dated December 11, 1898, and also the
Chicago-Times herald of same date.
This centenarian is an ardent friend of
Peruna, having used it many years.
"After a nian has lived in the work:
as long as I have, he ought to have
found out a great many- things by ex-
perience. I think I lone (bine so.
"One ot the things I have to..11;d
Out to my entire satisfaction is fire
proper thing for ailments that are
due directly to the effects of the
climate. For 115 years I have
withstood the changeable climate
of the United States.
"I have always been a very healthy
man, but of course subject to the litth3
affections which aro due to sudden
changes in the climate and temperature.
During my long life 1 have k non n a
great many remedies for roughs, ••.1,15
and diarrioca.
.9ts for Dr. Hartman's remedy
Peruna, I have found it to be the
best, if not the only, reliable rem-
edy for these affections. It has
been my standby for many years,
and I attribute my good health and
extreme old age to this remedy.
"It exactly meets all my require-
ments. It protects me from the evil
effects of sudden changes; it keeps me
in good appetite; it gives me strength ;
it keeps my blood in good circulation.
I have come to rely upon it almost en-
tirely for the many little things for
which I need medicine.
i•When epidemics of la grippe first
began to make their appearance in this
country I Was a sufferer from this dis-
ease.
4  had several long sieges with
the grip. At first I did not know
that Peruna was a remedy for
this disease. When I heard that
la grippe was epidemic catarrh, I
tried Peruna for In grippe and
found it to be just the thing."
In a later letter dated January :1, MO;
Sir. ltroek
"I am well and feeling as well as
have for years. The only thing that
bothers me is my sight. If I could see
better I could walk all over the farm




For a free book on catarrh, addreee
The Peruna Medicine Co., Columbus, 0,
If you do not derive prompt and satis-
factory results from the use of Peruna,
write at once to Dr. Hartman, giving a
full statement of your ease and he will
be pleased to give you his valuable ad-
vice gratis.
Address Dr. Hartman, President of
The Hartman Sanitarium, Columbus,
Ask your druggist for a free Peruna Almanac for 1905.




Ai. fort will be expended to secure only







Laprobes, Leggins, etc. We have







ever brought to liopkinsville. In
fact we have bought too many..
If you want something good come to
and get it now, at 10 to 20:per
cent discount.
F . Yost Co 1:
pidipg Saddles
1 207 South Main Street.
the public will reward these efforts




Larkin B. Fuller and Miss Ada B.
Long will be married Wednesday
afternoon at 3 o'clock at the home of
the bride, near Crofton, by the Rev.
R. L. Melton.
44444144 •-•-• •+++++++4-• •-•-• 
Coughs
and Colds
Cured at small expense
if you use Dr. Pierce's
Balm of Gilead Cough
Syrup or Hopson's Cold
Tablets.
Both guaranteed.







Three Fast Trains Are To Be
Put On the Road Next
Sunday.
The Tennessee Central Railroad
company will inaugurate two new
fast freight services into Nashville
Sunday which will be an important
thing to local shippers, says the
Nashville American.
The new service will be from Ohio
river pointe. One is over the Illinois
Central and Tenneseee Central via
Hopkinsvilie, and the other is over
the Queen di Crescent and the Ten-
nessee Central from Harriman. Two
daily trains will be run over the Q. di
C. and one over the Illinois Central.
To prove the capacity of the Ten-
nessee Central to handle this busi-
ness with dispatch a trial run was
made Sunday from Hopkinsville in-
to Nashville. One of the large loco-
motives of the company made a fast
run with a 1,500 ton train without
the slightest difficulty. The Central
expects to make this one of the finest
freight lines in the South.
Notes AboutPeoplt
From Tuesdays Daily.
Mrs. J. B. Garber and Miss WI!
liametta Janes have returned to
their homes in Paducah after a plea-
sant visit to Miss Yola Young.
Mrs. R. L. Woodard and son, Rob-
ert, have returned from a visit to rel-
atives in Springfield, Tenn.
Mr. Gano Henry has returned from
Etta Rena, Miss.
Mr. Everard T. Ryan. of Decatur,
Ala., is in the city visiting his moth-
er and sisters.
Miss Mary Terry, of Cadiz, passed
through the city last night en route
to Elizabethtown to visit relatives.
Mr. and Mrs. Max J. Lowenthal
mtrave returned from a pleasant visit
to friends at Princeton, Ind.
m(Fro Monday's Daily.)
Mr. Charles Quarles has returned
from Hot Springs.
Dr. Juo. W. Herne(' bas returned
from a trip to St. Louis and Hot
Springs.
Messrs. W. S. Wade and L. A.
Tuggle spent Sunday with Dr. S. H.
Williams of Crofton.
Miss Nan Walker spent Sunday
with friends in Clarksville.
Jesse L. Burrus was in Ularksville
yesterday.
John C. Duffy, of Madisonville, is
In the city.
J. A. Thomas has returned from a
business trip to Memphis.
Harry M. Bryan, of Louisville,
spent Sunday in the city.
Rev. Dr. W. J. Darby, of Evans-
ville, spent Sunday with the family
.of Mr. James West.
BUCKNER ELECTED
INSPECTOR BY CLARKS-
VILLE BOARD OF TRADE.
The Tobacco Board of Trade of
Clarksville Monday elected W. F.
Buckner one of the tobacco inspec-
tors for the ensuing year. The
board had been unable to decide
between Mr. Buckner and Dr. H. T.
Drane. kThe former was selected on
the seventy-third ballot. Mr. Buck-
ner is a former citizen of Christian
county and a brother of Messrs. S. 0.
and lIpsbaw Buckner, of this city.
In Rural Boxes.
The postoffice department has re-
ceived information that many ad-
vertisers have placed circulars and
other advertising matter in rural de-
livery mail boxes, intending these
for the persons who receive their
mail through these boxes. The lo-
cal postoffice has received instruc-
tions from Warhington that all mail-
able matter found in a rural route
box is "in the mails" as much as if
deposited in a postoffice and must
k be prepaid. Such matter will be
Both- i Home, 1215. 'taken out by 
the carrier and postage
Phones Cumberland, Ob.-4 I Collected from the mailer or it will
NONIIHNIIMINI1111•111111111111114111111111111111111110•011 ,•„+++++++44444+4444++.44+4* b• ield for postage.
OLItNE
Pleases all ; its the best.
OLIENE
Gives the brightest, best possible light.
OLIENE
Has made hundreds of friends for us.
OLIENE
Gives your neighbor that bright, perfect ligit
OLIENE













:Cloaks, Jackets and Corsets
•
• You can get bargains in these articles. We also•
• have a good stock of Laaies' Muslin Underwear and
• a line of White Goods which we will close out to
to you cheap. Come and see and you will be pleased.
•
• New Patterns Spring Ginghams•
being received daily. We cannot be beaten on











Capital Stock Paid In $100,000.00
Surplus $32,000.00
HENRY C. GANT, PRESIDENT.
J. E. MCPHERSON, CASHIER.
H. L. MCPHERSON, ASST. CASHIER
WITH the largest combined capital and surplus of any bankin Christian comity, we are prepared to offer our custo-
mers every facility in the conduct of their business, and
prompt, courteous treatment in every detail.
• 
•
All Cemetery, WorisMonumentO at Lowest Prices. •
Tombstones Iron Fencing
MarKersq• Until further notice I oats,




worth $22.50, at 
Finest Axminsters, 9x12,
worth $27.50, at 
Wilton Rugs, 9x12,
worth $37.50, at 
Seamless Tapestry Rugs,
9x12, worth $25, at 
ANDERSON'S
Grcat Carpct Salacy•
Begins Monday, January 23rd.
A few weeks ago Alex Smith & Sons, the largest carpet makers on earth, 
astonished the carpet world by announcing that they would sell their entire output at public auc-
tion. Four millions of dollars worth of Caspets and Rugs, made or 
the Spring trade of 1905, every pattern bright and new, to be sold under the hammer without reservation,
was a fact too big for the mercantile public to grasp. The New York 
Journal in commenting on the sale characterized it as "the most stupendous mercantile event the world /
has ever experienced." Mr. Anderson was the only merchant 
within a radius of 100 miles of Hopkinsville who attended the sale, and for six whole days he sat side by side with ,
the biggest wholesalers in America and bought $25,000 worth of Ca
rpets and Rugs at a saving of 15c to 50c per yard on Brussels, Axminster and Wilton Carpets, and 50c to $1 k 
on small size Rugs and 9.50 to 7.50 on room-size rugs. Below we give the
 exact list of prices we got for these same goods last month and quote prices we will ask Monday,
January 93rd, and continue for ten days. Note every item and com
pare with what you have been paying. If you don't need the carpet now, take advantage of these saving
prices and let us make it before the rush in the spring, and we will
 store them for you until you need them. We make these prices to stimulate business in the dull month and
give you our word that these prices cannot be had during the busy 



















At 75c 85c and
$1.00
Axminster% in all the
1,..w shade!: and pat-










in she new Per-
sian designs,
worth $1.75, at
$1,35 I I $1,25
Wilton Velvet mix-
tures, one of the pret-




We make and lay Carpets in an expert manner. We 
have the only carpet machine in fifty miles of HopKinsville and have in our
employ the only thoroughly trained carpet man in a 
radius of fifty miles of the city. We mane carpet size rugs by machinery and offer
you the advantage of selectind shades and 







Three patterns all wool Igrains, 5nr,
worth 75c, at  lni
Twenty patterns finest extra super In-
grains, the prettiest designs that
have been seen for years, 6gn
worth 75c, at    int
Finest Mercerized Cotton In-
grain, worth 35c, at 25C
Moquett Rugs.
Door Mats, 18x30 inches
worth $1.10, at. 
Dresser size, 2 1-2x3 feet,
worth $2.50, at •





All above bright, new patterns.
Smyrna Rugs.
Good quality Smyrna Rugs, I Ofl
2 1-2x3 foot worth $2.50, MU
linoleum&
Good quality two-yard wide
Linoleum, per yard
•
It's a privilege never before offered to the people 
of thIs comunity to be able to select a CARPET FROM A TWENTY-FIVE THCIU-
SAND DOLLAR STOCK. If you come you will 
find a half dozen to please you and priced to suit the most economical'', inclined.
Entire stock Lace Curtains pearl vk hite 
One—Fourth Off, 
301-, Odd Curtains
I Lace Curtains or Ecru, worth $1.50 to $7.'50, at •
%.../ worth $100 at 25c Each 
1, J. H. ANDEItZioithe?Je mi4f6t COMpANYT
WHIT'S COINS ON or INTEREST
IN THE NATIONAL CRPITIL
posed congressional action for the re-
vision of freight rates. It is said




To Crumpacker Bill and It
Is Doomed to De-
feat.
WASH INGION, D. C , Jan. 16.—
The statehood bill will hold th
boards in tin, senate this week, with
little prospect of a vote. Modification
of the bill is talked of, one element
seeking to deny statehood to New
Mexico and Arizone, while granting
it to the Oklahoma and Indian Ter-
ritorlee. l'ntil an agreement is
reached the debate will go Oil. The
house will be occupied principally
with the Swayne impeachment case.
stoleC President Roosevelt has come out
against the proposition to reduce the
uongressional representation in the
South and it is said no legation in
this direction will be put through du-
ring this term of office.
, AO organisation of stockholders 
of
low bus boos formed
41.11,1,f 41"0"
such a bill passing the senate this
session even if it snould be approved
by the house.
All political parties in Panama
I have petition to Minister Barrett
that the functions of minister to
I Panama and governor o: the canal
zone be not performed by the same
person.
The president has accepted the res-
ignation of William Willlems, com-
missioner of immigration at New
York, expressing /egret that, he will
not remain in the service.
Commander Dillingham and the
gunboat Castine have arrived at Sae
Domingo and it is believed the af-
fairs of the island will soon be ad-
justed.
Will Stand For $30.
Mr. T. it. Morton has returned
from Henderson, where he has been
in conference with the managers of
the Henderson and Honk il le
baseball elubs. After some detiate,
the three managers fiereed that they
would st;ck to the $30 guarantee and
would fight for it to the end.—Ow-
ensboro Inquirer.
WANTED—Lady or gentleme
fair education to travel for a
$260,000.00 capital. Salary $.
par year and expenses, paid war




After cussing and discussing the
matter for a couple of hours, tne
Oommittee adjourned to meet Jan. 28
in order to give the candidates time
EXCEPT FROM THE .HON. 
to agree among themselves—if possi-
JIM ROGERS 
ble— on the manner of choosing nom
flees.
"Among those present" was the
Honorable Jeeme F. Rogers, who
Republican Executive Corn- left his seat in the It.wer house of
mlttee Delays Matters a general assembly, almost breaking
Couple of Weeks. up, thereby, the special session of the
legislature, in order to attend the
meeting here and by sheet ,orco of
his magnetic personality rim the
whole durn thing to suit himself.
Unfortunately for the Hon. Jim, a
speech he had wade the day before
at Frankfort had reached here in the
morning press and the committee-
men had read it. It did not increase
their love and tender regard for the
unfat statesman, and whenever he
attempted to uncork his vials of elo-
quence they howled him dowo and
his thrilling and convincing remarks
are still unuttered.
Representative Rogers' speech a•
reported by the Frankfort corres-
pondent of the Courier-Journal fol-
lows:
The meeting of the Republican
county executive committee at tto
courthouse Saturday turned out to
be nothing but a talk-feet. After the
committeemen had excluded -the
great common people" from the room
by going into executive session it ww
supposed they would do somethini.
or somebody pretty speedily, but the-
party managers showed newer:rivee
to be woefully lacking in initiative
and the meeting finally had to ad-
journ with nothing accomplished
and all the candidates suspicious.
The meeting was called by Chair-
man E. B. Long for the purpose of
fixing the time and manlier of select-
fug nominees for county offices. The first speech of the extraordie-
Enough candidates were on hand to
have filled all the offices in this re-
gion. The committee kindly allowed
them to express their preference as
how nominations should be made.
Some pined for a primary, others M-
ed that a mass conveation was
thing, while a number Politely
,noured the committee that • they
ere entirely satisfied to leave the
tendon of casidldbtea tO•4110 r
ary session was made in the house
this morning when a resolution of-
fered by Judge B. L. 1). Outfy,called
forth lengthy remarks from J. F.
Rogers, of Christian. He continual-
4y talked about "the nigger in the
woodpile," but did not say what or
who the "nigger" was. His speech
furnished much amusemeht for the
members, whe guyed him considers..
bly. The Pyle 'n • did —' disturb hltp
4
In the least, however, and he rattl, d phatically replied Mr. Rog. TS, way-
on for half an hour, being continuali- ing his arms. He and Dr. Black thou
ly interrupted by Irrelevant ques- engaged in banter, during tbe courile
tions from several of the members of which Mr. Rogers said:
He said he had to go home to atteiel "I will be baek here at the next
a meeting of a Republican commit- Iliessiou. I do riot kiiow whether I
tee and vote down a majority of 
groes who c mnpoee the committee 
1141-
WM come as a Republican or as a .in
Christian county. Democrat, but I will be here, for
"We are going to bring the nigg r they can't beat me, and I hope I will
out of the woodpile here and now " find my friend, Dr. Black here also"
said J. F. Rogers, of Christian cou 1-1 During the course of the speeelit
ty, as he began the flret speech of the 
there was much disorder and laugh-
ter, and the speaker almost wore oat
special session. It produced much his gavel, pounding the desk. M.
amusement and several members e Rogers closed with a fond farewell.
gaged in goodnatured tilts with tile I but said he would be back, and it
speaker. Mr. Rogers sail he had 40 woold really beau revny.
go back to his home tonight and
would not be here for several days.
"May I ask on what business yulu
are going home?" asked Roney Weil,
of Calloway.
"I am going home to attend a meet-
ing of a Republican comtni tee whinih
is trying to oust me because I voted
against a nigger."
"How many nuggets are on that
comtnitteer again asked Mr. Wells.
"A majority of them are niggers "
replied Mr. Rogers, while the hou e
yelled.
Mr. Rogers continued with the nts-
s4rtion that Ito was a sort of hole
lance taking a crack at all herells
when they bobbed up. He said no
politics should be in the settlemeet
of the capitol question, and he did
not intend to do anything but loOk
after the best interests of the people
of the state.
"Are you elected from the state t
large?" asked Dr. W. C. Black.
"I am from Christian county, b t
I represent the whole slat* when It
comes to a question of honesty,"
Blue Island. III., Jab. 14,
Messrs. Ely Brothere:—I hail
used jour Cream Balm in my family
for nine years and It has become niiy
family doctor for colds In the heimk.
1 use it freely on my children. Ills
a Godsend to children.
Yours Respectfully, J K
Messrs. Ely Bros. :—I suffered
greatly with eatarr!, .arid tried dif-
ferent rem-dies a ithout effect. Aft-
•-r t141111Z one bottle of your Cream
Beim I found relief and I cannot
praise too highly such a remedy. %
Miss Cora Willard, Albany, N y
Barnes—Fruit.
Join Thompson Fruit and Milk
Annie Fay Barnes, a popular Nortt
Cdhrististi couple, were married Sun-
day afternoon at the nome of ths
bride in the Barnes vicinity. fh,
Rev. P. A. Thomas officiated.
Notice to Farmers.
I take this means of rintifyiug tb
public that I have an office with ,f)
T Edmunds in county build',
When wanting fire insurance call





You can maks your hap.
Mae as .oft as • glove
and em tough as wire by
Mktg 21' It EK A liar.
••• Oil. You can
its Ilfe—make it




Stakes & poor looking har-
ems like new. Made of
pure. heavy bodied oil, es-



































For the benefit of our cus-
tomers we have installed a
information relative to the
employment of trained nur-
ses at any time. We have
consulted with all of the
physicians of Hopkinsville
aud Christian county and
every nurse we recommed
is indorsed by loci"! doctors.





and as an evidenee of our
appreciation of the generous
treatment the public has at
all time. conferred on us.
Very Respectfully,
PARKER'SHAIR BALSAM
gmiez sad heautilles the tale.
• luxuriant gro.th
Never Tall• to Beater. Ong_glair to its Youthful Color.
fte wale &maw al halt falling.












We shall at all times be able
to give definite information
as to local nurses and have I
pissed ourselves in corre- X
epondenee with the leaeing
infirmaries of Evansville, 11
Nashville and Louisville, I
and will be able to supply all









.....CHRISTIAN COUNTY'S NEW JAIL...
The accompanying picture gives a
good general outline of the new
Christian county jail which has just
been completed, and will be occu-
pied by Jailer John Boyd and his
family just as soon as the heating
plant can be installed. The contract
for the heating plant to warm both
the jail and the courthouse has been
let to the Forbes Manufacturing com-
pany and the necessary boileis,pipes,
etc., have already been shipped and
will be placed in position j ist as soon
as received, whist] will then give to
this county oue of the handsomest,
safest and most complete priems iii
the state.
The jail is built of pressed brick,
laid with red mortar and finished
with stone foundation and triminiugs.
The front of the building is devoted
to the residence of the jailer and his
family. The rooms are finished in
pine and with cabinet mantels and
tiled hearths, and is supplied with
both gas and electric lights and hot
and cold water. The stairway lead-
ing to the second floor ts finished in
hardwood. Underneath there is a
large basement:with cemented floor
and well lighted by windows and al-
so provided with electric lights.
Just back of this is the kitchen
which haj a concrete floor and is
provided with small openings in the
walls through which food can be
passed.
There is a eide entrance on the
west side of the building which opens
into a passage containing the iron
stairway leading to the death cham-
ber and the cells for hospital pa-
tients and women. The open space
at the top of the stairway is the death
chamber and the trap door is fixed In
the floor. This is two sheets of iron
which separate when the lever
against the wall is operated allow-
ing the body of the condemned man
to be dropped through. A steel beam
in the ceiling contains a large ring
from which the rope is suspended.
The death cell is located alongside
this open space and.a man confined
therein has an unobstructed view of
the trap. This cell contains two cots
swung against the wall and is pro-
vided with a window. A bath room
is also attached to this cell. The door
is fastened with a large padlock and
also with a heavy bolt. The hospital
and women's quarters are three cells
containing room for nine persons.
The windows have a double set ot
bars and the cells are male of heavy
sheet steel.
Back of this is the prison proper,
where the general run of prisoners
will be kept. There are now five
cells in this part of the jail, each
with capacity of four prisoners.
Chore are really six cells instead of
five but the sixth is devoted to a
toilet and bath room. These cells
are made of an extra heavy grade of
sheet steel and are not built against
the wall, but a passageway of about
four feet separates them from the
wail and allows the jailer or his as-
sistants te pass entirely around the
cells and thoroughly investigate any
part of them without having to get
within reach of the prisoners. These
cells open into a roomy space be-
tween them which is, however, en-
closed by heavy bars and does not
admit them into the surrounding
passagewae. By means an ingenious
arrangement of levers the jailer can
open any one, two or three cells with
a single sweep of the lever without
going iuto the cell or the corridor at
all. For instance, if there should be
trouble; among prisoners the jailer
could come to the grating, open the
cell door by means of the lever and
order the prisoners into their respect-
ive cents.
Then by another simple move-
ment he could close and effectually
lock all the cell doors, all being done
without his being compelled to ex-
pose himself to the fury of the pris-
oners by coming within their reach.
The cells are painted white and are
supplied with canvas cots suspended
from the walls by means of straps.
There is no_w-only one tier of cells
but a vacant space i running en-
tirely the heighth of the building
provide Idition of is mac, v
cells as might be necessary, new
ones being added on top of those
now in position. All the floors of the
prisons are of solid steel and con-
crete and the eilings are made safe
in the same mannor.
In the basement underneath the
jail proper, is the dungeon and Mom
for the incarceration of the work
house prismere. The dungeon is a
solid steel cage which contains noth-
ing at all and, when the door is
closed, is in almost total darkness.
Very small openings furnish air, and
just a little light. The room for the
work house prisoners does not con-
tain cells but the prisoners are turn-
ed lose in there. The floor and ceil-
ing are both of concrete, the windows
are heavily barred and the door is
of solid steel. By means of peep
holes placed at proper poii ts the
Jailer can see exactly what the in-
mates of this room are doing before
he enters, and by means of a gating
in the door conversation may be had
with them.
This jail is the result of weeks and
months of careful study and plan-
ning by the committee who were
appointed by the fiscal court to se-
lect pious. A number of jails in oth-
er cities were visited by this com-
mittee and the good points in these
were combined in Christian county
jail. Especial attention was paid to
the sanitary arrangements and it
seems that nothing ha s been left un-
done in this respect. It seems that
It would be an impossibility for any
prisoner to make his escape free, the
Jail after having the doors closed be.
hind him. The bars are all very
heavy and are made of case harden-
ed steel which will defy almost any
file or saw and the concrete fleets
and ceilings would frustrate any at-
tempt even should escape be made
made from the cells. The windows
are nearly all provid.d with an in-
ner and outer set of bars, the outer
set of bars, tbe outer set being set
deep In tile masonry. Large win-
dows furnish ample light and also
ventilation, hut ventilation is also
supplied by the most approved
methods of having the outside air
()sought in and the foul' air carried
out by means of pipes. All the stair-
ways in the prison are made of iron
and there is nothing which can be
burned except the bed clothing, and
even if this was set on fire the steel
floors would prevent its spreading.




Under the caption "Plotting
Against Mr. Ferigo." the Clarksville
Leaf-Chronicle yesterday published
the following editorial:
"We want to be fair and warn Mr.
Ferigo of a plot to kidnap him the
next tune he puts in his appearance
in the Black Patch. We have only
overheard enough to know that
something of the kindle in the wind,
and it is proper to state that mem-
bers of the tobacco association are
not concerned in it. These people
think a great deal of Mr. Ferigo. His
claws have been clipped and he can't
scratch any more around our stumps.
Then he has friends—the riding del-
egates—to take care of; and more,
he serves such an excellent purpose
to keep the farmers strongly banded
together in honor of his distinguish-
ed self, and the high opinion he en-
tertains of the boys in the furrows.
Therefore, we condemn and expose
any sort of covert action, no matter
howigood may be the intention of
setting him up to Dehnonico dinners
in a cave.
"We don't know enough to give any
of the plans or details, nor can we
tell who is at the head of the plot,
but feel pretty sure that It Is &strong
Mafia crowd looking for ransom. We
Just overheard enough to learn that
a hiding place had been provided for
him hi a cave. We don't know which
Sake, as tilers are several about here.
It is most likely Bellamy's Cave,
and it they should put him in the
cell known as "Hell's Hole," eves
Old Beizebub, with his best lantern,
could not fiud him during this cen-
tury. We are opposed to it and put
his angelic host on guard."
As everybody knows, the New Era
is not only in sympathy with the ef-
forts of the farmers to secure better
prices for tobacco, but has done all
it could editorially and in its news
columns to advance the interest of
the pianters' association. But this is
a decent movement, and the New
Era feels that it should protest
against the exploitation in print or
speech of any such rot as the fore-
going article from our Ciarkavllie
contemporary. Whether malice, per-
verted humor, or sheer silliness
prompted the effusion, it is in miser-
, taste and calculated to injure
Jailer John Boyd and his family _other than aid the growers' cause. '
will be the first to occupy the new
building and they will move into it
just as soon as the heating plant is
Installed. The present jail is entire-
ly too email to accomodate the pris-
oners uow contained therein and be-
sides the sanication is very imper-
fect. In the spring the grounds wit
be graded and sodded, fences and
Certainly there is no sentiment ex-
isting in the organization that would
in any way justify such an expres-
sion, and on the contrary, the mem-
bers of the association are disposed
to frown down any effort to stir up
hatred, bitterness and strife. Cool,
clear heads and business methods
are needed to bring about success,
outhouses built and other needed and lot "agitators" and frenzied ful-
Improvements made, all of which, minations. Mr. Ferigo is well known
when completed, will undoubtedly in this region told has many sincere
give to Christian county the finest friends. He is the representative of
and lutist complete jail in the state, a foreign country and is here to buy
The cost of the jail complete with. one Pf our chief products. A coveredout the heating plant wall $I8,700and attack on him like the Leaf-Chroni-it was built by the Pauly Jail &
cle gives space to is harmful and of-Building Company, of Lt. Touts.
fensive and is so regarded by the eft-
FOINS lz generally and by none in, re
tea Kidney' er 'artners themaelves.
VEG1TrABLE SICILIAN
TiALus 
Always restores color to gray hair, all the dark, rich color It usedto have. The hair stops falling, grows long and heavy, and alls dandruff disappears. An elegant dressint.. "V:71.=.71/..M...7,1"*"
All 1Cemeter7 WornMonuments ..,Loureet Prices.
Tombstones Iroi Fencing
Markersve Until further notice I
be found at F A Yost & Co.. South Sain Street
le CP ibt El `CO.N2‘7-111
TO BE OF VALUE MUSTr BE USEFUL.
llA business education can be used every d y and is therefore the1Th best education obtainable. Hundreds 
6i
graduates in permanentpositions owe their success to a course in
t.2
LOCKYEAR'S BUSINESS COLLEGE. oink-
We teach thoroughly and practically Book-keeping, Penmanship. BusinessArithmetic, Spelling, Commercial Law. Correspondence, Banking, Shorthand,Typewriting, and Actual Business practice. Large Patronage—Cheap Board—Reasonable Tuition. Write for catthogue. Address
LOCKYEAR'S BUSINESS COLLEGE
EVANSVILLE. IND. on HOPKINSVILLE. KY.
• aaai,aa aaaaaaa-_le
A Word to the
• Business
Man
Before you buy your Blank lEooks look
over our line and if we have what you
want, would be glad to dq business
with you.
Our Y. and E. Filini Cabinet
Is worth your while to investigate. It




CO11BINED NECK and EAR MUFFLER
Protects the neck, ears and face. Warm, durable
and neat. Makes zero weath pleasant. A sure preven-
tative for coughs colds, pneumonia and censumption.
GUNS! GUNS! GUNS!
We have the largest line of guns of inyone in the
city—double and single barrel—also riflits. Ali drum-
mers' samples which we are selling below cost and less
than what other merchants would have to pay the job-
bers for the same gun. Call and see the guns and get
prioes.
Meets, Hunting Shoes (waterproof) Legg! s, Gun Cases,
We carry a full line of Hunting Clots, Hunting
in fact every thing a hunter needs.
Gun Repairing a Spe4ialty.
Bicycles Cameras daks , Sweaters
Foot Bails Striking Bags Fencing Fbils
Boxing Gloves Exercisers Talking Machines
Gymnasium Shoes Striking Bag platforms


















SUCCEED FAIRBANKS IS SENATOR
He and Beveridge Elected
In Indiana.
(Special to New Era.)
INDIANAPOLIS, Jan. 18.—The
legislature, three-fourths of which
is Republican, elected Congressman
James A. Hemenway, of Boonville,
United States senator to fill the un-
expired term of Vice President-elect
Fairbanks, and reelected Senator Al-
bert J. Beveridge. The Democratic
nominees were John W. Kerr, late
candidate for governor, and Benja-
min Shively.
In the house Edward Gough nom-
inated-Hemenway and William B is-
som nominated Beveridge. Repre-
sentative Boyd nominated Shively
and Representative Homan Kern.
In the senate Roenzler nominated
Beveridge and Hendee nominated
Hemenway. Davis nominated Shive-
ly and Slack nominated Kern.
The new senator is forty-fouryears
old, a lawyer by profession and a
member of congress five terms.
qr PERSONAL
(From Wednesday's Pally.)
Born to the wife of Mr. Wm. Christ
an eight pounds boy Monday night.
Z. B. Hicks spent Sunday in Hen-
derson.
Jesse Hartfield, of Henderson, is
in the city.
Mr. Andy Lovvo has gone to Hop-
kinsville to take the place of car in-
spector for the I. C. and Tennessee
Central terminal there.—Paducsb
Register.
Mr. and Mrs. Jake Wells returned
yesterday from Hopkinsville, where
they had been visiting Mrs. Nuch-
oils.... Miss Florence Elgin ban re-
turned from Hopkineville.—Madi-
sonville Hustler.
Mr. and Mrs. Noyal Rives passed
through Hopkinsville today en route





Following the annual installation
of officers last night the local iodise
of Woodmen of the World adjourned
to Hotel Latham and partook of an
elaborate banquet which was spread
in the dining room. The installation
of officers took place at the Odd Fel-
lows hall as flllows:
W. E. Williamson,chancellor com-
mander.
B. C. West, advisory lieutenant.
Harry G. Edwit rds, Banker,
A. H. Tunics, clerk.
J. C. Hayden, escort.
W. E. Campbell, sentry.
Dr. C. B. Petrie, physician.
George Connell, Walter C. Cook
and Phil B. May, managers.
The tables were spread the entire
length of the spacious dining room of
Hotel Latham and the company took





The Organization Will Act
Against Those Who Vio-
late Their Pledges.
An enthusiastic meeting of the
members of the Dark Tobacco Dis-
trict Growers' Association was held
at the court house in Clarksville
Monday. Between 600 and 1,000
planters attended, and 46,000 pounds
of additional tobacco was pledged to
the association.
Felix Ewing, chairman of the exe-
cutive committee of the Dark Tobac-
co District Planters' Association,
submitted a letter in regard to deal-
ing with recalcitrants. He stated
that members violating their pledges
by selling their tobacco could be
prosecuted; that he had consulted
able. attorneys, both in Tennessee
and Kentucky, and was assured that
the charter, constitution and pledges
were legal and Wadi ig. He stated
that he had again conferred with at-
torneys in regard to prosecuting dis-
loyal members and had been assured
of the association's 'right of .action,
and also to enjoin those parties from
delivering their tobacco. He has
strong belief in the retributive jus-
tice, and feels sure that members
guilty of violating their pledges will
merit the scorn and reproach of good
citizens in and out of the association.
He stated that in order to conduct
the association upon buainess princi-
ples, it must take hold of the matter
and prosecute these parties without
delay.
, Mr. Ewing's letter was loudly ap-1 plauded, and a resolution was pass-ed instructing the chairman to pro-
ceed against members who have vio-lated their pledgee, without delay.
The following basis was adopted asa rule to govern the next planting,provided it is adopted by all coun-ties in the association: For the firstfifty acres, 7,4. acres in tobacco, and2,4 acres additional for evely 50 acresin the farm.
WASHINGTON NEWSwas during the wee sma' hours when (Special to New Era;
t WASHINGTON, D. C., Jan. 18.—
motion to adjourn was finally mad,.
'Hon. C. C. McChord, of the Kentuc-Circle Mbeting. ky railroad commission, spoke todayr, 
before the house committee on inter-Jan uarv 28 and 29 a Baptist circle state commerce in favor of freightmeeting will be held at South Union rate legislation.church, and the public is invited to
attend. The following program has Before beginning the debate on thebeen arranged: Swayne case yesterday the houseHome Miesien Work, Past, Present agreed to vote on the articles of im-and Future J. A. Kirtley. peachment at 3;30 o'clock this after-Mission Work in Cuba...Dr. J. D. noon. The debate lasted five hours,Clardy. 
1' the greater part of the time beingMission Work in Panama .J. F. Gar-
nett. occupied by Mr. Grosvenor, who
I spoke in opposition to impeachment,
Mission Work in the Philippines .J.
S. Pate, W. W. Radford. , and by Mr. Cockran, who scathingly
Life of Reuben Ross C. S. Brad- criticised a letter from Judge Donshaw and R. G. Lyle 1 Pardee, of New Orleans, which was1Why I Am a Baptist P. B. Grant. read by Mr. Grosvenor in the courseThe Sunday School as a Soul Win.: of his argument. Judge Pardee wi-ning Agency. H. C. McGill. 'toned In his letter that political feel-Viva minute talks on the Sunday ing was at the bottom of the chargesr_1,4 school; lesson—J. A. Ki!tley, P. against Swayne.7146 B. Grant, H. C. McGill.






BOO yards Beautiful White Curtain
Swiss in dote and rich figures worth
15 cents a yard
Mill End n
Price Ot,
Yard-wide finest quality Hilkoline
Drapery worth 15 cents a yard,
Mill End 5c
Price
Standard Dress Duck in Solids and
dots, worth 12c,
Mill End 7 ln
Price 21./
Genuine Galatea Cloth in new splen-
did effects, worth 15c,
Mill End I filn
Price I 02li
Standard dark Percale., new neat
excellent styles, worth 10c,
Mill End e3f,
Puce U4Li
Yard-wide best Standard Sea Island
White Star and Maughester Percales,
light and dark attain the finest in
the market, worth 123o and 16c,
Mill End 9c
Price
Yard-wide White corded Madras,
splendid quality worth 20c,
Mill End inn
Price I U




Splendid new dress effects in heavy
cotton Covert Clothe, very choice
and desirable, actual 15c value,
Mill End nc
Price a
Conestoga fine Heavy Saline Bed-
ticking, rich .fancy patterns, worth
26c,
Mill End I ()in
Price I L2i.0
Full pieces yard wide Sea Island
Unbleached Cotton, worth 7c yard,
Mill End CC
Price i)




Heaviest sad best quality Outing
Cloth in rich light, medium and
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THE OVERSHADOWI
MANUFACTURERS' MILL EN
(THE MILLS! LASecured by a Masterly Strolls. of Buying Genius and
BEGAN WEDNESDAY MORNING WIN
and continues the remaining days of January,
constantly being swears
EACH ;DAY OF EQUAL IN
The pioneers of LOW PRICES and SPECIAL SALES in Hoollitti
eh!'Another Milestone on Our MaS
Another Niche in the Hall of Faze
These prices will magnetize—appeal—attract with :
A Most Marvelous Snap in Mens
Linen Collars.
1000 fine Linen Collars, newe.t shapes, bestmakes, fresh and clean, sizes 12 to 19, value 15to 25c each,
Mill Sale Price 5 cents each.
Mill ends, extra heavy and good 5c yDice and Huck Crash, at d.
Full standard new dress style Prints, in blue,dark red, red and black, browns and fancies, full
pieces, not short lengths,
Mill Sale Price 4 Cents a Yard.
Great Embroidery Opportunity.
1500 yards extra wide and fine Hamburg Edg-ings and Insertions, actual value 15c to 25c. Newfresh goods direct from Switzerland,
Mill Sale Price 10 .Cents a Yard.
I Ec









A dozen for White
Pearl Buttons wth 5
5c'




A paper Best Brass
Pins 880 to paper.
10c
Ladies extra quali-





L 6 1 Fineot Awe!]
brands Corsets -
Waists and Girdle
ly soiled, worth 5(












comprise values of the
daintiest conceits; of the
signer. The quality of
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DD LOTS AND OVERPLUS STOCKS.
AND BEST OUTPUT) •
to the Trade in ALL THEIR SAVING POTENTIALITIES
MIGHTY RUSH OF EAGER BUYERS
day.' offerings being added to by fresh purchases
ert and vigilant effort.
EST IN SAVING CHANCES.
we remain the fountain head of REAL BARGAIN GIVING and
lOole is but
!Aloof Progressive Merchandising—
! of Hopkinsville's Business History


















han wholeoale cost of material.
variety of these lots are so inti-
that it is impossible to
eyries,. On Corset Covers, how-
Ibsy range from 8c; to 980 aiid
latest astounding sort and the
illioet artistic and esthetic de-
ntist Chemise is comparatively
bora 73e to $1.29 with real val-












Short lengths fine Mohair Dress Goods, in
blacks, blues, browns, and fancies, beautiful qual-
ities and rich luster, many of them match, actu-
ally worth 75c to $1 yard,
Here they go at10 Cents a Yard.
This is not a printers error.
  Yard wide Bleached Cotton, fine and good,
4c worth 7 1-2c,Mill Sale Price 5c yd.
A yard for dark 
Outing Cloths
 Mill ends Simpson's fine Silkoline Lambrequin
1%3 Drapery, worth 15c,
04c Mill Sale Price 5c yd.
A yard for fine Dark
style Dress Gin g-







Great Snap in India Linens.
Mill ends fine Sheer India Linen, full width and
best finish, worth 8c,
Mill End Price 6c yd.
Mill Ends extra tine sheer India Linens, worth
15c yard, /72,















Laiii• 14 heavy Ribbed Vests
and Pants,
extra 25e value.
Hove and Misses Ribbed
Union Soits, good weight
and well made.
Mem,' Sanitary Woven
II eced Undershirts and
awers from 50o
Boys and Misses Heavy un-
ion suits. open front and
genuine Onei a make, from
soc
79
n Ladles finest Oneita Union
b 811" Worth $1.25
Ladies All Wool CashmereI 5c St amless Hose
iArorth
I
21 Ladles fine heavy fleeced
2C Ribbed Top Hose, actuallyworth 26o
23c
I Oc
Ladles fine imported fleeced
lined Hose—extra heavy
and good, actual 60c value.
Closing price for Children's
fine ticavy ribbed fast black
Cotton Hose, worth 16 to 19c






20 dozen men's fine Outing Night
Shirts, full 52 inches long, made for
finest men's trade by one of the best









a pair full 11-4 cotton Eider-
dowii fancy and white
Blankets




for extra large silkoline
covered Comforts filled
1115 with tine white land-
bated cotton.
$ 1 
full size beautiful silk-
oline eiderdown cotton
NO filled Comforts, beauti-





 it yard for splendid French
C Valenciennes Lace, worth 5oor tu a yard far wide, heavy Tor-
to 10o a yard.





ENORMOUS SUMS WERE GIVEN
HANNAH WAS BY OLD MIN PLATT.
Wealthy New Yorker Tells Of First Seeing the Negress At
4 ;a Tenderiolin Dance.
(Special to New Era.)
NEV YORK„ Jan. 18 —The story
of the wiles of a siren-like negress,
over an old man, B5 that she was able
to obtain from him almost one mil-
lion dollars, was told in Justice Bis-
choff's court today, when the suit of
John R Platt, a millionaire octo-
generian, to recover $685,000 from
Hannah Elias, a negress, which
Platt alleges the womaii obtained
from bun on threats of exposure, was
begun.
Hannah Elias was represented in
court by former Governor Black.
John R. Platt was in court and sat
beside his counsel, Lyman E. War-
ren, with bowed bead.
Hannah Elias was not in court
when the case opened, but appeared
later clad in black and wearing a
large picture hat.
Warren, in opening told of the
meeting of Platt with the Ellis wo-
Irian twenty years ago.
Ex-povornor Black moved to dia.
lilies the complat.t of the dement*
inade by the Elias woman on thn
ground that it failed to sufficienti#:
state the eauge of action. He aha,
asked for a jury trial. Both motionn.'
1;vere denied.
John R. Platt feebly took the
'and told of meeting the Elias worniaflg;
While showing some volunteer fl
linen the teridei loin. He seld he is
leaw her two or three times there.
"When you Bret met her at Po
filler's did Hannah Elias and
other inmates dance a can-can?"
"Yes.'.' Platt added he thou
ihey were all properly dressed.
Platt said that he always paid 111
Ellas;in cash. All through his
Were records of many large sun*
h:nounting into the thousands,
over to Hannah Elias.
DM/ANT-ARMISTEAD. 525 000 filmic
Cards have been issued as ('flows:
Mr. and Mrs. Frank Fickliug Havant I •
invite you to be present CIVEN AGAINST THE I.




on Wednesday afternoon January 25
one thousand nine hundred and five,





The bride-to-be is a lovely and at-
tractive society belle of Montgom-
ery and has many friends In this city
where she visited two seasons ago.
Mr. Armistead is a son of Dr. and
Mrs. J. R. Armistead and is a bright
and popular young gentleman. He is
connected with Hopper & Kitchen's
store. The happy couple will make
their home in this city.
MEYER-GRAVES
A Hopkinsville Young Lady
Weds a New York Man.
An interesting nuptial service was
performed Tuesday in Nashville,
Tenn., joining in the holy bonds of
wedlock a young lady of Hopkins-
ville and a New York business man.
The bride was Mies Emma Meyer,
only daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Max
Meyer, and the fortunate groom was
Mr. Walter Raleigh Graves. The
parents of the bride and her brother,
Mr. William Meyer, accompanied
the happy couple to Nashville and
the ceremony was performed at the
Davison county courthouse, and was
solemnized by the county judge.
After the service, Mr. and Mrs.
Graves left for their futurVicnne in
the metropolis of America; and the
family of Lie bride returned to this
ctiy.
The bride is syouog lady of vatted
accomplishment, having been given
exceptional advantages by her de-
voted parents, and her friends wish
her great happiness in her married
life.
Mr. Graves is manager of a large
dry goods and auction house in New
York City and is said to be a busi-
ness man of fine capacity. He is a
native of Virginia.
Want Primary.
About ninety colored voters met at
John Caldwell's place last night and
It was the sense of the meeting that
a primary should be held to select
For Death of Miss Steve
In The Dawson Springs
I Accident.
One of the largest judgments
given by a jury in Western Ken
ky, was returned Tuesday at Paths.
cab against the Illinois Central ralit
road company, in favor of L. E.
;venom!, of Paducah, administrektir
lof the estate of Lucy Stevenson, di.
,ceased. The verdict called for a
'judgment of $26,000 against the ear.
poration.
Miss Lucy Stevenson was run over, 4
and killed by a freight train at Ehall••;
son Springs in 1902, when so
4 tli1/4
people were killed and injured wbike,!'1,
walking across the Illinois Centirak
trestle at Dawson, a picnic pad":
from Paducah being at Dawenn.
The party started upon the trestle-
and had walked to the center, whin 1.
the train came along and crashed is-
to theta before they could wet oat *1
the way.
The attorneys for the railroad com-
pany will file a motion for a new
hearing and will probably be evils-
a new trial, which will come up at
the April term.
Pupils' Examination.
The examination for graduation in
the common schools will be held nil
Friday and Saturday, January 27 NY
28, 1906, beginbing at 9 o'clock, a.
To be entitled to receive a diploma,
the applicant must receive a general
average of 75 and have no mark an-
der 80. The quest:ons include spell- _
ing, reading, writing, aritbmet,,
grammar, composition, geography,
. history of United States and Kanto,-
physiology, and civil govern-
!nneutt Parents and teachers should
be interested in having the boys aid;
;girls take this examination and rii-;
ceive the diploma. I would be glad
if those who expect to come will no-
tify me that I may arrange for a
place to hold the examination.
Katie McDaniel, Co. Supt.
Happy Hooligan.
Unusually pretty show girls, beau-
tiful costumes, catchy music sad
generally funny horse clay ritia‘le
"Happy Hooligan" a pleasing enter-
tainment at Holland's opera bone.
last night. The audience was large
and thoroughly enjoyed the perfor111-
Republican candidates for cannty ance. The merit of a show depeilii
It is proposed to hold meet- of course on the point of viteriltia,a,
every precinct to urge the ' vine, Evansville and Owenebellif
committee to order a pri- critics started up a-little iinrrilehelfilli
after the departiny;of affappy,o,
the engagement gave mati




; else r. 1 —
New Era Printing Publish'g Co
OFFICE:—New Era Building, Seventh
• Street. near Main, Hopkineville, Ky.
lb 1.00 A YEAR.
aeoeived at the postontoe in Hopkinavill,
• OM 'almond-alma mail matter
Friday, Jan. 20, 1905
— CLUBBING RATES:—
.:. Irks WillitLV Maw NBA and the following
tier One year:
os-a-Week Courier-Journal  III 50
I-Weekly Ht. Louis Republic 154)
i-Weekly Olobe-Domoorat  171
eekly Cincinnati Enuulror. I so
mi-Waekly Nashville Amortcen   III)
, ;:11Feekly Louisville Commercial .. 1 26
Tel-Weekly New York World   150
Daily Louisville Post  250
KOMe and Sarm ...s......... 1 16
pational stagazino—licsto n . ..... 1 7E
Weekly AtiantaConstituiton . 1 75
Week-ly Now York Tribune I 2;.
. VaI-Weekly Now York Tribune .. . 1 75rmor's Homo Journal. uovv 
subvert te rs on i v I 75
Special °tubbing rates with any magazine
newspaper published In the Unitod eitates
(JOUR V DIRECTOR I.
'*1 0120IIIT COURT—First Monday in June
end fourth Monday in February and Sep-
. 'ember.
lstrairrsaLy COURT—Second Mondaysannary. April, July and October.
11411CAL Ootme—First Tuesday in April
Deitober.
'00treerir Ooterr—First Monday in every
Month.
— ADVERTISING RATES:--
0a1 Inch, first Insertion
Utah, one month 
Qal tack, three months 
as inch, six months.






Additional rates may be dad by applies-
.- No at the °Moe.op
ant advertising must be paid for in
gee for yearly advertisements will be
ted quarterly.
atererusementa Inserted without spec-
J. will be charged for until ordered
I ADA0U000ifierlta of Marriages and Deaths,
MM sumeeding rive lines, and notices of
=lung published gratis.Swarm mottoes, Resolutions of Respect,
•.tUpdosher similar notices. five cents per nue
A bill has been introduced in the
house of representatives providing
the whipping poet for wife beaters in
the District of Columbia It is likely
to pass and men who cannot resist
the Inclination to beat their wivrs
will have to go across the line to Vir-
ginia or Maryland before teey tnay
indalge in it.
"There is only one way to construct•
e Panama canal," sayt a magazine
article, "and that is to stop talking
'aid dig dirt."
Theiederation of women's clubs
bait organised a committee to intro-
duce domestic science into colleges.
Now if they will introduce it into the
homes the work will be complete.
Congress has tackled the problem
that oconeeres the obscurest of us,
bow to keep expeedit urea within re.
ceipts.
Congress has dually decided to al-
low the use ef the pet sem oreee iii
Washinten for the inaugural ball.
People are wondering if the hesita-
lion of congress came from the none-
MOTHERS, DO YOU KNOWthe many Re-called birth medicines, andmost remedies tor wrench' in the treatmentof her delicate organs, contain more orIs opium, morphine and strychnine?Do You Know that in mast countriesdruggists are not permitted to sell nareut-elm without labeling thern poisons?Do You Know that you should nottake internally any medicine tor thewe accompanying pregnancy.Do You Know that Mother's Friend10 applied externally only?Do You Know that Mother's FriendIs ...pefebrated prescription, an,I that Itbeen in use over forty years, and thatrsch bottle of the genuine bears the nameof The le adtiel.1 Regulator Co.?
Do you know that when you use thisremedy during the period of gestation
that you will be free of pain and beat.healehy, hearty and clever children
Will, these things are worth knowing.
=War facts. Of druggists at $1.00.La persuaded to try a substitute.
HOW MANY
Ot HANDS
co& do you suppose dip
Into that bulk coffee
belore you buy it?
Lion
Coffee
comes in sealed, air-
tight packages; no
chance for handling,
or dirt or things to
get in.
Clean, Fresh and Fragrant
for the building, for it was of
the structure that General Sheridan
said, "the worst thing about it is
that, it ht fire proof."
The fishiug burliness in England
will' improve now that it is announc-
ed that Admiral Rojestvensky will
uot return to Europe.
Thirty-seven years of experience
mit alone in war but in the grave die
'store during peace have made the
it'd Cross organization of Russia the
moat complete In the world. During
war contributions to the society
+lave reached the sot.) of 0,000,000.
C.fiorado Is determined to have but
one governor though it would take
at least two to keep peace ill the
state.
Secretary Hay has petitioned eon-
geese to create a new diplomatic post
iII Morocco. A surprising number et
statesmen out of a job think such a
bill should pass.
Marie Corelli is Ill act' shocked that
Carnegie should have given a library
to Stratford on Avon to rise "amid
the oottaeee that Shakespeare saw
and loved so well." Marie was born
in that neighborhood and people
around there buy her books for curi-
osity's sake. Now she knows they
will borrow the single cepy" from the
public library.
Japan and Rumble are proving the
truth of George Eliot's sayings, that
"having to meet a man whom you
dislike is not observed always to end
III a mutuadattachtnent."
Cievernor Pennypacker says he
does not read the newspapers. Nee-
ertheleee he seems to have a fair
Wee of what they contain.
The advice offered to the south
some years ago to "raise more cot-
ton and lees hell" seems to hare
been-tried without visible success.
How's This?
We offer one hundred dollars re-
ward for any case of catarrh that
caenot be cured by Hall's Catarrh
Cure.
F. J. CHENEY tit CO., Toledo, 0.
We, the undersigned, have known
F. J. Cheney for the last fifteen
-yeekrs, and believe him perfectly hon-
orable in all business transactions
and finaecially able to carry out any
obligations made tev his firm.
leittnan dr Marvin,
Wholesale druegista, Toledo, 0.
Cetarrh Cure is taken inter-
nally, acting directly upen the blood
and mucous earfeces of the system.
Testimonials gent free. Price 76 cents
per bottle. Sold by all druggists.
Take Halle; Family Nile for con-
stipation.
STRANGLED MISTRESS
And Threw Her Dead Body
In a Pond—Lett State-
ment.
(Special to New Era.)
-LEXINGTON, Jan. 18. —James
W. Bess was hanged at 8:00 o'clock
this morning in the jail yard for the
murder of Mrs. Martha Martin.
I Bess was a contractor and Was
fairly well-to-do. He had been lead-
ing a dissolute life for some time be-
fore he committed the crime. Mrs.
Martin wavhis mistress, and. in a
jealous rage he strangled her to death
and threw her body in a pond.
.noriohoe both „motherhood ,, fres. Oish tiarner's Wild Goose Lini- trusting In Him for Ills own sake or
WAIL eb nvITIr"wo "94 Fl `bow -he follower -I because of thr
THE h UNDA Y SCHOOL.
LES3ON IV, FIRST QUARTER, INTER !
NATIONAL 82RJES, JAN. 22.
-----
Text of the Lesson. John 11, 1-11.
Memory Verse, I 1—Golden Tent.
John ti, 3—Commentory Prepared -
by Rev. D. M. steam..
mot cures rheumatism and aura l-
•
liCquright, 1915, by Americas Vrezs Association.]
It would he very helpful in pursuing
these studies in this gospel to get a
concise summary of the events of each
chapter. Chapter i might N. summa-
rized as the word of (Mil, John the
Baptist's testimony to the Lamb of
Gad anti the calling of six disciples:
chnpter II, the marriage in Cana, tilt
passover clennning of the temple, the
prediction of Ills death and resurrec-
tion. Some one has said that God's
word, like God's worlds, moves in a
circle. One of the institutions of the
garden of Eden was marriage, and In
the restored paradise shall be the mar-
riage of the Lamb.
Here we have the first of our Lord's
miracles and Ills glory manifested at
a marriage In Cana. The peculiar one-
ness of Ws people with Himself
often thee set forth. "Thy maker is
thine hueband, the Lord of Hosts is
Him name." -Turn, 0 backsliding chil-dren, saith the Lord, for I tun married
untp you," "Married to Hint who Is
raised from tile dead, that we should
bring forth fruit unto God" (Ise. liv,
5; Jer. Iii, 14: Rom. vii, 4). The one-
ness of Adam mid Eve is used by the
Spirit through Paul as a type of Christ
and the church (Eph. v, 30-32).
The title "Mother of Jesus" here giv-
en to Mary reminds us of the great
honor conferred upon her, it truly cost-
ly honor to herself, but all honor with
Christ is very costly. "All who will
live godly iu Christ Jesus shall suffer
persecution," "If we suffer we shhil
also reign with Him" (II Tim. ill, 12;
II, 12). When ohe said, "Blessed is the
womb that bare Thee," lie said, "Yea,
rather blessed are they that hear the
word of God and keep it." And again
Ile said, "My mother and my brethreu
are these which hear the word of God
and do It" (Luke xi. 28; viii. 21). The
fact of Jesus and flis mother and Ills
disciples being at the marriage might
Indicate that it was the marriage of a
friend or relative.
Presently at the marriage there was
a need. It is always our need that
draws forth ills fullness and gives
Him opportunity to allow His glory.
His mother culls ills attehtion to the
lack of wine, and Ile gives her to un-derstand that He will see to it at the
right time. She evidently so unite/.
stood it, for she said to the servants,
"Whatsoever He ealth unto you do it"
(verse 5). There is nothing in the least
discourteous in His reply to His moth.
Cr. Ile could not be auything hut kind
to her, for God is love, and love. Is
kind alwaye. There is a proper time
and way for everything. and Ile is
never too fast nor too slow. "As for
God. His way is perfect." Happy are
those who can truly say, "My thnell
are in Thy hand" (Ps. xvill. 30; xxxl,
15). His mother's word to the servants
Is a good word for each or us at all
Bailee, for a willing and obedient sub-
mission to Him is everything. The an-
gels who excel in strength do His com-
mandments, hearkening unto the voice
of His word (Ps. Mil, 20).
The six waterpots having been at
our Lord's command filled to the brim,
He then said, "Draw out now and
bear uuto the governor of the feast,"
and when the governor had tasted the
Wine, not knowing whence it came, be
called the bridegroom and commended
the wine as the best which they had
had on this occasion. Our Lord did in
a moment that which ordinarily takes
several months by means of the vine,
but whether by the vine or by His
word in a moment, it is Ills doing and
equally easy to Him by iwhose word
the heavens were made and all the
host of them by the breath of Hie
mouth (Ps. mune CI. There is nothing
too wonderful for Him who created
the heavens and the earth by His great
potter and stretched out arm (Jet.
xxxii, 17).
Just try to think what that power
would do in and through these vessels
of ours If they were only wholly at
His disposal. One suggestion in con-
nection with wine is gladness—"Winee
that maketh glad the heart of man"
(Ps. cite 151 but it Is earth's gladness
and soon past. "Thy love is better
than whm" (Song I, 2), and when we
have learned the power and unchange-
ableness of Ills love we no longer
crave the transient joys of earth. Wa-
ter is suggestive of the word of God,
as in Eph. v. 211; l's. exix, 9, and if we
were as full of the word as these wa-
terpots were full of water the same
Lord could easily osuse us to be so
full of the wine of the kingdom, the
real joy of the Lord, that people might
have cause to talk of us as they did of
the disciples at Pentecost (Acts Ii, 13)•
We have the treasure in earthen ves-
sels that the excellency or the power
may be of God and not of us (II Cor.
lv, 71. These earthen vessels are tem-
ples of the Holy Ghost, and Ile would
have us clean temples, free from all
filthiness of the flesh and spirit (I Cor.
vi, 19, 20; II Cor. vii, le living MS those
who are risen with Christ should live,
having our affections on things above,
looking forward to the marriage of the
Lamb and rejoicing greatly in it, and
In Ilim whom having not seed we love.
In whom though now we see HIM not,
yet believing, we rejoice with joy un-
speakable end full of glory (I Pet. 1, 84.
Many believed In Ills name when they
saw His miracles (verse 23), but the
next verse says literally that Ile dld
not believe In them, for lie knew what
was in man. Ile reads the heart and
sees at a glance whether we are truly
because of some blessing received, like
900 pRops)
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In all Its e,c5.
Ely's (;ream Balm
cleanses, soothes and heals
the Mseused membrane.
It cures catarrh and drives
sway a cold is the head
quickly.
Cream Balm is placed into the nostrile,speasat'over the membrane and le absorbed. Relief Mims
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ndwhen it becomes necessary forrt to supply the defletencies of na-ture, come to this office. We make
Full Sets of Teethon robber plates for El 00. They areperfect in every particular. They StSD well that the wearers soon forgetthat they have artificial teeth. Theyare natural in appearance and do allthat natural teeth will do.
r No charge for examination. TeetheXtracted tree when new ones are or-,dered.
Louisvill
Dental Parlors
Kext to Court House, Hopkinson,'
Ky. Home Phone 1214.
OUR LUNGS
IF THEY ARE WEAK—You are in constant danger of Pneu-monia or Consumption which can be prevented by FOLEY'S HONEYAND TAR if taken in time.
IF THEY ARE INFLAMED—You already have the first symp-toms of lung trouble that may prove fatal and you should not delaytaking FOLEY'S HONEY AND TAR. It cures all inflammatory con-ditions of the respiratory organs.
IF THEY ARE OBSTRUCTED—It is dangerous to use harshexpectorants which strain and weaken the lungs. FOLEY'S HONEYAND TAR soothes and strengthens and enable the tubes to benaturally cleared.
FOLEY'S HONEY AND TAR
gives the greatest comfort and relief in advanced stages of lung troubleand never fails to care incipient Consumption. Contains no opiates.For Coughs, Colds, Croup, Whooping Cough,' Bronchitis, Asthma,Pneumonia and Grippe. It stops the Cough and prevents Pneumonia.




.1. N. Patterson, night policeman of
Nashua, la., writes:—"Last winter I
had a bad cold on my lungs and tried
at least a half dozen advertised cough
medicines and had treatment from two
physicians without getting any benefit.
A friend recommended FOLEY'S
HONEY AND TAR and two thuds of
a bottle cured me. I consider it the
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.CHAPTER V.
HEN Wilbur catue on deek
the morning after the sink-
ing of the bark he was sur-
prised to find the schooner
under way again. Wilbur and Charlie
had berthed forward during that night.
Charlie with the hands, Wilbur in the
captain's haniteoek. The reason for
this change of quarters had been found
in a peremptory order from Monet
during the dog watch the preceding
evening.
She had looked squarely at Wilbur
from under her scowl and had acid
briefly and in a tine contralto volee
that be had for the first time noted:
"I berth aft in the cabin; you and the
Chinaman forward. Understand?"
Moran had only forestalled Wilbur's
intontiou, while after her almost
mireetdons piece of seamanship in the
rescue of the schooner Charlie and the
Chinese crew accorded her a respect
that was almost superstitious.
Wilbur met her again at breakfast.
She was still wearing men's clothing--
part of Kitchell's outfit-and was boot-
ed to the knee, but now she wore no
hat, and her enormous wane of rye
colored hair was braided into long
Strands near to the thickness if a
man's arm. The redness of her face
gar* a startling effect to her pale blue
eyes and sandy, heavy eyebrows that
easily lowered to a frown. She ate
with her knife, and after pushing
away her plate Wilbur observed that
sbe drank half a tumbler of whisky
and water.
The conversation between tbe two
was tame enough. There was no com-
mon ground upon which they could
Meet To her father's death-no doubt
an old matter even before her rescue-
else made no allusion. Her attitude to-
ward Wilbur was one of defiance and
suspicion. Only once did she relax.
"How did you come to be aboard
here with these rat eaters? You're no
sailor," she said abruptly.
"Huh!" laughed Wilbur mirthlessly.
"Rah! I was shanghaied."
Moran smote the table with a rod
fist and shouted with sonorous, bell
,toned laughter:
r.„711hanghaied-you? Now, that is
really good! And what are you going
to do now?"
"What are you going to do?"
"Signal the first home bound vessel
are be taken into Frisco. I've my in-
surance to collect (Wilbur had give.]
ber the Letty'm papers) and the disas-
ter to report."
"Well, I'm not keen on shark hinn-
ies myself." said Wilbur. But Moran
showed- no Interest In his plans.
However, they soon found that they
were not to be permitted to signal. At
neon the same day the schooner sight.
ad a steamship's smoke on the horizon
awl began to raise her rapidly. Moran
Immediately bound on the ensign, un-
ion down. and broke it out at the peak.
Matte. who was at the wheel, spoke
a sentence in Chinese, and one of the
hands drew his knife across the hal-
yards and brought the distrees signal
to the deck. Moran turned upon Char-
lie with an oath, her brows knotted.
"Nos no!" sang Charlie, closing his
• eyes and waggine his head. "No! Too
muchee lost' time: no can stop. You
come down side cabin: you an  one
piece boss No. 2 (this was Wilhuri have
um chin -chin."
The odd conclave assembled about
Kitchell's table-the alubtoan, the half
masculine girl In men's clothes and the
Chinaman. The conference Was an an-
gry one, Wilbur and Moran insisting
that they be put aboard the steamship.
Charlie refusing with calm obstinacy.
"I have urn chin-chin with China
'toys las' nigh'. China boy heap field
to can stop um steamship; heap field
JO much talkee-taikee; no stop; go fish
sow; go bah chop-chop; los' heap time;
go doh, I no 'savvy sail um boat; Chi-
• no savra. sail uns tsetse elesz-4.-
rat sfiSit savvy (and he pointed to Mo-
ran). I tittkurn you savvy plenty heap
mach disa' bay. Roes No. 2 no savvy
sail ern boat, but him savvy plenty
• many all same."
"And we're to stop on board your
dough dish and navigate her for you?"
shouted Moran, her face blazing.
Charlie nodded blandly. "I tinkum
yam."
"And when we get back to-port," ex-
claimed Wilbur, "you think perhaps I-
we won't make it interesting for your
Charlie smiled.
"I tinkum ship company heap rich."
"Well, get along." ordered Moran, ns
though' the achoener was her property,
"and will talk it over."
"China hey Ii iii you lieup pretty big."
Mid Charlie to Moron us ha went out.
'Yon mu vvy saii urn boat ell light;
wants yeit to' captain. But," he add.
• orudilenly dropping his bland passiv-
ity as though It were a mask and for
in instant allowing the wicked matey°.
ant Cantonese to come to the surface,
China boy lie likee funnee business,
rays's'?" Then, with the smile of a
falleyrand. he disappeared.
Moran and Wilbur were helpless for
the present. They were but two against
seven Chinamen. They must stay on
board if the coolies wished it, and if
they yrere to stay it was a matter of
their oWn personal safety that the Ber-
tha Milner should be properly nevi-
•
I
"Ill captain her." concluded -Moran
sullenly at the end of their talk. "You
must net as mate, Mr. Wilbur. And
don't get any mistaken idea into your
head that because I'm a young girl and
alone you are going to run things your
way. I don't like funny business any
better than Charlie."
"Look here," said Wilbur, complain-
ing. "don't think I'm altogether a vil-
lain. I think you're a ripping tine girl.
You're different from any kind of girl
I ever met, of course, but you. by jingo,
you're-you're -sPlendidl —Tlie-i-e in the
squall last evening, when you stood at
the wheel, with your hair"-
-Oh, drop that!" said the girl con-
temptuously, end went up on deck.
Wilbur followed, scratching his ear.
Charlie was called aft and their de-
cision announced. Moran would navi-
gate the Bertha Minuet*, Wilbur and
she taking the watches. Charlie prom-
ised that he would answer for the obe-
dience of the peen.
Their first concern now was to sham,
their course for Magdalena bay. Moran
and Wilbur looked over Kitcheits
charts and logbook, but the girl fiune
them aside disdainfully.
"He's been sailing by the dead reck-
oning, and his navigation Is drivel.
Why, a cabin boy would know better.
and, to end with, the chronometer is
run down. I'll have to get Greenwich
time by taking the altitude of a star
tonight and figure out our longitude.
Did you bring off our sextant?"
Wilbur shook his head. "Only the
papers," he said.
"There's only an old ebony quadrant
here," said Moran, "but it will have to
do."
That night, lying fiat on her back on
the deck, with the quadrant to her est..
she "got a star and brought it down to
the horizon" and sat up under the revis-
ing lamp In the cabin nearly the whole
night ciphering and ciphering till she
had tilled up the four sides of the log
slate with her calculations. However.
by daylight she had obtained the cor-
rect Greenwich time and worked the
schooner's longitude.
Two days poised, then a third. Mo-
ran set the schooner's course. She kept
almost entirely to herself, and when
not at the wheel or taking the sun or
writing up the log gloomed over the
after rail into the schoouer's wake.
Wilbur knew not what to think of her.
Never in his life had he met with any
girl like this. So accustomed had she
been to the rough give and take, direct
associations of a seafaring life, that
she mieinterpreted well meant polite-
ness, the only respect he knew how
to pay her, to mean insidious ad-
vances. She was suspicious of hint.
distrusted him utterly and openly dill-
;')11
' And were to stop nit board your (lout lt
dish?"
oiled hie abortive seamanship. Pretty
she was nos but she 80On began to
have a certain amount of attraction for
Wilbur. He liked her splendid ropes of
hair, her heavy contralto voice, her
animal strength of bone and mus-
vie (admittedly greater than his own).
He admired her indomitable courage
turd self reliance, while her positive
genius in the matters of seamanship
and navigation filled him with speech-
less weirder. The girls he had been
used to were clever only in their
knowledge of the amenities of en aft-
ernoon call or the formalities of it pa-
per german.
A girl of two and twenty who could
calculate longitude from the altitude
of a star was outside his experience.
The more he saw of her the more he
knew himself to have been right in his
first estimate. She drank whisky after
her meals, and when angry, which was
often, swore like a buccaneer. As yet
she Was almost, as one might say.
without sex-savage, unconquered, un-
tamed, glorying in her own independ-
ence. her sullen isolation. Her neck
was thick, strong and very white, her
hands roughened end calloused. In
her men's clothes she looked tall, vig-
orous and unrestrained, and on mm-ii
than one occasion as Wilbur passed
close in her he Was made aware that
her hair, her neck, her entire personal-
ity, exhaled it fine, sweet, natural
rNioltilice thut envored of the ocean
and -erases isesets.
one tray us lie sew her handling it
111111P Vt'Illor Mimed by the eldries Indy
Whit a strength he 14111.W to In. greater
then its MVO, 111.1. hroWN MI1(1110141
With the effort, her heir curling aleint
her thlek neck, her large, round arms
bare to the elbow, ii sudden thrill ef
enthusiasm smote through him, and
between his teeth he exclaimed to him
self:
"By Jove. you're a women!"
The Bertha !Milner eontinued to the
southward, gliding quieIy over the
oil smoothness of the (reetan under alre
RO light as hardly to ruttfe the surface.
Sometimes at high nooe the shimmer
of the ocean floor blhnded into the
shimmer of the isky at Use horizon, and
then it was no longer 'water and blue
heasetta ft seemed to be
ittilKed in a ram' cryagnefie sphere
where there was neither height nor
depth-poised motionless in warm,
coruscating, opalescent space, alone
with the sun.
At length one morning the schooner,
which for the preceding twenty-four
hours had been heading eastward, rais-
ed the land and by the middle of the
afternoon had come up to within a
mile of a low, sandy shore, quivering
with heat, Mail had tied up to the kelp
In Magdalena bay.
(-hurtle now took over entire charge
of operations. For two days previous
the Chinese hands hail been getting
! out the deck tubs, tackles gaffs, spades
and the other shark fishing gear that
had been stowed forward. The sails
were lowered and gaske-ted, the decks
cleared of all impedimenta, hogsheads
and huge vats stood ready in the waist,
and the lazy indolence of the previous
week war, replaced by an extraordina-
ry activity.
The day after their arrival in the bay
was ()templed by all heeds in catching
bait. This bait was a kind of rockfish
of u beautiful red gold color and about
the size of an ordinary cod. They bit
readily enough, but out of every ten
hooked three were taken -off the lines
by the sharks before they could be
brought aboard. Another difficulty lay
In the fact that, either because of the
excessive heat In the air or the per-
centage of alkali in the water, they
spoiled almost immediately if left in
the air.
Turtle were everywhere- floating
gray green disks just under the sur-
face. Sea birds in clouds clamored all
day long about the shore and sand pits.
At long intervals flying fish skittered
over the water like skipping stones.
Shoals of porpoises (-ante in from out-
"fleece!" she crhyl.
side, leaping clumsily along the edges
of the kelp. Bewildered laud birds
perched on the schooner's rigging, and
in the early morning the whistling of
quail could be heard on shore near
where a little fresh water stream ran
down to meet the ocean.
It was Wilbur who caught the first
shark on the. second morning of the
Bertha's advent in Magdalena bay. A
store of bait had been accumulated,
split and halved into chunks for the
shark hooks. arid Wilbur, baiting one
of the huge lines that had been brouglit
Up Oil deck the evening before, dung it
overboard sirdwittched the glimmer of
the white fish meat turning to a sil-
very green its it sank down among the
kelp. Ahm4 instantly a long, moving
shadow, just darker than the blue green
mass of the water, identified itself at a
little (lisle nse.
Euermous flukes proceeded from ei-
ther side, an erect dorsal fin, like an
enormous cock's crest, rose from the
back. while immediately over the head
swam the two pilot fish, following so
closely the movement of the shark as
to give the Impression of actually a I-
bering to his body. Twice and thrse
times the great titan enter, twelve feet
front snout to tail tip, circled fanlike
through the water. three he came up,
touched the bait with his nose and
backed easily away. He disappeared,
returned au.I poised himself motionless
in the schooner's shadow, feeling the
water with his flukes.
Morau was looking over Wilbur's
shoulder. "He's as good as caught,"
she muttered. -Once let them get sight
of meat, and- Steady, now!" The
shark moved forward. Suddenly, with
a long, easy roll, he turned completely
upon his back. Hie white belly flashed
like silver in the water. The bait dis-
appeared.
"You've got him!" shouted Moran. •
The rope slid through Wilbur's palms,
burning the skin as the huge sea wolf
sounded. Sloran laid hold. The heavy,
sullen wreeching from below twitched
and swayed their bodies and threw
them agniturt each other. Her bare,
cool arm was pressed close over his
knuckles.
"Heave!" she cried, laughing with
the excitement of the moment. "heave
all!" She began the chant of 'Wham
hauling at the ropes. Together and
bracing their feet against the eithoots
veil rail, they fought out the fight with
the great fish. In in swirl of hither the
head fled allnithilTa cattle Illan'e the OW.
WC, the teittriiine the water till
It boiled Ilke the wake irf a screw
mterinitililli. lint am Mona as theee great
fine were their of the riurfare the rthark
fell quiet and lielpie.m.
Charlie came tip with the cutting-In
spade arid as the tish Intsig still over
the side cut him open from neck to bel-
ly with a single movement. Another
Chinaman stood by with a long han-
dled gatT, hooked out the purple black
liver, brought it over the side and
dropped it into one of the deck tubs.
The shark thrashed and writhed, his
nukes quivering and his gills distended.
Wilbur could not restrain an exclama.
ems
"Brutal business!" he muttered.
"Hob," exclaimed Moran scornfully;
"Cutting-in is too good for him. Sailor
folk are no friends of such carrion as
that!"
other lines were baited and dropped
overboard, and the hands settled them-
selves to the real business of the ex-
pedition. There was no skill in the
matter. The sharks bit ravenously,
and soon ewarnied about the schooner
in hundreds. Hardly a half minute
passed that one of the four Chinamen
that were fishing did not signal a
catch, rind Charlie and Jim were kept
busy with spade snd gaff. By noon
the deck tubs were full, The lines
were hauled in, and the hands rug the
tubs in the sun to try out the oil. Un-
der the tropical heat the shark livers
almost visibly melted away, and by 4
o'clock In the afternoon the tubs were
full of a thick, yelluw oil, the reok of
which instantly recalled to Wilbur's
mind the rancid smell of the schooner
on the day when he had first come
aboard of her. The deck tubs were
emptied into a hogshead and vats that
stood in the waist of the Bertha, the
tubs scoured and the lines and bent
shark hook overhauled. Charlie dis-
appeared in the galley, supper was
cooked and eaten upon (Irk under the
conflagration of the sunfet, the lights
were set, the Chinamen foregathered
In the fo'c'stle head smoking opium,
and bY 8 o'clock the routine of the day
was at an end.
So the time passed. In a short time
Wilbur could not have said whether
the day wars 1Vednesday or Sunday.
He soon tired of the unsportsmanlike
work of killing the sluggish brutes
and turned shoreward to relieve the+
monotony of the succeeding days. Le
and Moran were left a good deal to
their own devices. Charlie was the
master of the men now. "Mate," said
Moran to - Wilbur one day after a din-
ner of turtle steaks and fish eaten in
the open air on the quarter deck-
"mate, this is slow work, and the
schooner smells terribly foul. Wel
have the dory out and go ashore. We
can tumble a cask into her and get
some water. The butt's three-quarters
empty. Let's see how it feels to be in
Mexico."
"Mexico?" said Wilbur. "That's so
-Lower California is Mexico. I'd for-
gotten that!"
They went ashore and spent the aft
ertroon in filling the water cask from
the fresh water stream and in gather-
ing abalones, which Moran declared
were delicious eating, from the rocks
left bare by the tide. But nothing
could have exceeded the loneliness tt
that shore and back land, palpitatine
under the flogging of a tropical sun.
Low hills of sand covered with brush
stretched back frotu tire shore. On the
eastern horizon, leagues disraut, bine
IllarlSefi of mountains striated with
mirages 8WttIll ill the scorching air.
The sand wits like fire to the touts.
Far out in the bay the schooner hune
motionless under bare sticks, resting
apparently upon her inverted shado i•
only. And that wee all-the flat, heat
ridden laird, the sheen of the open Pa-
elite and the lonely schooner.
"Quiet enough," said Wilbur in a low
voice, wondering if there was such a
place as Sas Francisco, with its paved
streets and cable cars, and it people
who had been his Mende there hail
ever had any real existence.
"Do you like it?" asked Moran quick-
ly, facing him, her thutubs in her belt.
"It's good fun. How about you?"•
"It's no different than the ouly life
I've known. I suppose you think it's a
queer kind of -a life for a girl. I've
lived by doing thina, not by thinking
things or reading about what other
people have done or thought, and I
guess it's what you do that counts
rather than iwhat you think or read
about. Where's that pinch bar? We'll
get a coriple more abalones for supper
and then put off."
That lyns the only talk of moment
they had during the afternoon. All the
rest of their conversation had been Ge
those thiegs that immediately occupied
their attention.
They regained the schooner toward :I
o'clock, toatind the Chinamen perplexed
and mystified. No explanation Was
forthcoming, and Charlie gave them
supper in preoccupied silence. As they
were entitle the abalones, which Ma'
ran had fried in batter, Charlie said:
"Shark all gone! No more catch um
-him all gone."
"Giatie-WhyS"
"No street.," said Charlie. "No likes-.
no Ilkee. China boy tinkum heap fun-
ny; too tuts It heap funny."
It was true. During all the next day
mot a shaft- was in sight, and though
the crew fished assiduously till dare
they were rewarded by eot so much
as it bite. No one could offer airy ex•
planation.
" 'Tis strange," said Moran. "Never
beard of shark leaving this feed be-
fore. And you can see with half an
eye that the hands don't like the looks
need to be clumped in the head!"
of it. Superstitious beggairs! They
That same night Wilbur: woke in his
haturnovis on the fo'c'stle head about
half past The moon was down, the
sky inie terWiler of metre. There wile
not it !worth it wind. It wart so still
that itould hear some !ergo Milt
pinying anti breaking off toward the
shore. Theis without the Meet were.
not cured you.
The complete Hymnel outfit costs
but el 00, consisting of an inhaler.
dropper and sufficient Hyornei to last
several weeks. This will eifeet
cure in ordinary eases, but for chronic
and deep-seated cases of catarrh
longer use may be necessary, and
than extra bottles of Hyourei ear. be





A Well Known Cure for Piles.
Cures obstinate sores, chapted har.ds, ec-
zema, skin diseases. Makes burns and scalds
painless. We could not improve the quality
If paid double the price. The bast salve
that experience can produce or that money
can buy.
Cures Piles Permanently
DeWitt's is the original and only pure and
genuine Witch Hazel Salve made. Look for
B
the name DeWITT on every box. All others
are counterfeit. RRVPAIRD Y 
S. C. &MITT A CO., CHICAGO.
Sc!d by R. 0 Hardwick
Ing, he felt the resleurner begin til lift 0 We promptly obtain U.S. amid Foreign
wider Mtn. lie ram( out of his haus I
mock and stood on the deck. Thera
could be no doubt of it-the whole
forepart was rising beneath him. He
could see the bowsprit moving upward
from star to star, Still the schooner I
lifted; objects on deck began to slide I
aft; the till In the deck tubs washed !
over; then, as there came a wild !
scrambling of the Chinese crew up the
fo'c'etle hatch, she settled again, grad-
ually at first, then, with an abrupt .
lurch that almost threw him from his
feet, regained her level. Moran met
him SD the %Cat. Charlie came set,-
PATENTS
Send model, sketch or photo of Invention for
free report on u.tentatollity, For tree book,
Naot:ttifsfrcre I RA E-MARKSto
CASNOC




USED IN YOUR GARDEN THIS 'PEAR MEAN
BETTER QUALITIES AND LARGER RETURNS.
AWARDED GOLD MEDAL ST. LOUIS, 1904.
Endorsed by the best Seardeners as the highest qualities obtainable. Send for ourSEED BOOK FOR mos. Mailed free. It's most va Ilia le tor information concerningSeeds and Crops comprising Vegetable Seeds, (mrassan4 Clover Seed., Alfalfa, Rape,Seed Oats, Seed Corn, Forage Crops, and all Seeds f the Garden and Farm.
WOOD, STUBBS (a Cc., Seedsmen,







The Abernathy Com any, Props.set. Tobacco in tiogshea or Loose.
Prompt Personal Attention t all Busineses.
LIBERAL ADVANCES ON PR ZED TOBACCO
IN STORE.
ialng
"What was that? Are we grounding?
Has she struck?"
"No, rio, AVe are still fast to ,the
kelp. Was it a tidal wave?"
-Noitresnee! It wouldn't have huts
died us that way."
"Well. what was it? Listen! For
heaven's: sake, keep quiet there fur-
Wilbur looked over the side into the
water, The ripples were still chasing
themselres away from the schooner.
There was nothing else. The stillness mx-Commonwea it h's Attor-
shut down again. There was not a :1ney;Rowe:In Workhousesound.
at: Owensbdro.
WINS EY'S YITIMI





Hyomei Goes to the Root of the Dis-
ease and Makes Aston-
fishing Cures,
Catarrh earl 110ti be cured by the
use of pills, liquid medicines and so-
called system tonics. Under such
treatment the germs of the disease
will still live in the air passages and
increase and multiply.
Hyomei is the only scientific and
thorough way to cure catarrh. Kill
Big the germs in the air passages, it
enters the blood with the oxygemde-
stroys the microbes in the blood and
effectually drives frotn the system
all traces of catarrhal poison.
Thousands of testimonials have
been given as to the astosishing
cures made by this reinedy.
Mrs. Le Retain, 76 Western nvemie
Cleveland, Ohio, writes: "I be:ieve
Hyomel saved my life. I am better
now than I have Illen in thirty years,
fdany doctors, both in England eind
France; treated me for catarrh, but I
•
The Owensboro It quirer says:
"Tomorrow Jake Rowe will be re-
leased troll) the city workhouse and
the officials are wondering what will
be done With him. Rowe, as wee
stated Sunday in these columns, is
in bad mental fix amid worse pbyeical-
ly, and the auti orities dread turning
him loose, but can do nothing else.
Phi' unfortunate fellow has no place
to go, exqipt iuto the street and of
all the plhces in the world that is
where thebity guardians do not want
him, Lae t Thursday Work house
Keeper L, V. Pierce telephoned to
City Judge J. S. Stinnett that Rowe
was in a serious condition. The judge
initnedietely called up itowe's rela-
tives and told them that if they
would go 6o the worklieuee arid get
hire and keep him elf the en eets the
court woulti release hint without the
payment of his line or a bond. This
was impe4ible, howevar, because
Mrs. Row+ who recently returned
was not cured until I used Hvotneee from Cincinnati, where she had been
Probably the strongest evidence very iii, W/18 still quite sick and it
that Can be offered as to the powers was believed that Rowe in his condi-!of Hyomei to cure catarrh is the fact . lion, as he was wild and raving atthat L L. Elgin will agree to refund the Ott e, wuldhave an adverse ef-
the money if you say HYomet has! feet ithan Mrs. Rowe. The quest.on
of !interline Rowe is becoming a Se'
rious one and the efficiala are ap-
parently up against a bard proposi-
tion.-
Supervisors Adjourn.
The board of supervisor, adjourned
yesterday, having completed their
work of aseessing the taxable prop-
erty of the (Mindy. They will meet
again on January 22 for a five days
gelation wrieh they will hear the com-
pleinta of those who think their as-
sessment placed loo high.
C, .A. 41T ef
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His Rejoinder to the Sena-
tor's Attack Is a Par-
alyzer.
As stated in a special despatcn to
the New Era from Louisville, Mon-
day's Times published Ciov. Beck-
ham's rejoinder to the attack made
on him by SenatJr Blackburn.
Governor Beckham says in sub-
stance;
"The people o! Kentucky, who
have learned to know Mr. Blackburn
and are accustomed to his eruptive
interviews, ale not surprised at the
inflammatory utterances, nor do I
00V. J. C. W. BECKHAM.
care a partiolo about his unwarrant-
ed and absurd attack on me. It is the
wail and last appeal of a discredited
man who realizes his constituency
will not again dishonor itself by
sending him to the United States
senate.
"For thirty years he has been the
meretricious beneficiary of popular
itidulgence as a member of the two
houses of congress. 1 challenge any-
one to point to a single act of public
service he has rendered the stgte,
party or country.
"There has been but one question
oh which he has attracted any pub-
He notice through the press, and that
Is his superb leadership and sleep-
less vigilance in the advocacy of the
(muse of Queen Lilliakolani, who
seeks, with Senator Blackburn as
champion, the modest sum of 1900,000
train the government.
'‘I would gladly respect his age
and attribute his utterances to that,
but age does not entitle him to make
Such wanton and vicious attacks on
in. and my friends."
Continuing, Governor Beckham
says he had Blackburn's contempt
in 1900, but won for governor.
Ho accuses Blackburn of trying
to defeat him in the campaign and
making utterances for Reptrialican
campaign use. He says Blackburn
tied to Washington during the ohm-
*tie conditions after Cloebel's death.
He says he had Blackburn's con-
tempt in the campaign of 1908, and
hopes he will always deserve and re-
tain the contempt of Blackburn and
his followers. He refers to '96 and
IS, "when, with Blackburn as lead-
er, the state went Republican ;" says
Blackburn has been a voluntary ex-
ile since 1900 and that the Democrats
have Shown steady gains.
Gov. Beckham concludes:
"While tinder no circumstances
will I be a candidate for the senate
against him, I intend to urge the
people that they send a man to the
senate who is worthy and can cred-
itably represent them, and not setid
a professional claim agent or lobby-
ist."
Senator Blackburn is going to
Frankfort, and further developments
in the fight are expected by the poli-
ticians.
• Newspaper May Move.
It is rumored that Madisonville is
soon to have another newspaper.
The Princeton Chronicle may be
moved there. Nothing definite has
aa yet been given out, but it is gen-
erally understood that the paper will
Republican politically. This
would make the fourth paper for
..hat city. I Mr.Will Myers, of the Ninth-street
Mi. A. 0. Bush returned to Louis-
i
Meat Market, went over toNashville
ille this morning. , this morning to spend the day.•
Ayer's!
Ayer's Cherry Pectoral
quiets tickling throats, hack-
ing coughs, pain in the lungs.
It relieves congestion, sub-
Cherry
Pectoral
dues inflammation. It heals,
strengthens. Your doctor will
explain this to you. He knows
all about this cough medicine.
't We have used A‘er'a Cherry Pectoral In
our falal!y far 2.5 van ra for t and
trouble,. and we think nn medic,,,' equals It."
?dna. A. l'ONt14„auV. Appleton, Minn.




1yer's Pills greatly aid recovery.
*oral,/ vegetable. gently laxative.
Horse Was Killed.
A valuable horse belonging to J.
C. Lynch, manager of the local office
of the Singer Sewing Machine com-
pany, was killed yesterday afternoon
under most peculiar circumstances.
Mr. Lynch had kitched hid horse at
the corner of Fourteenth and Liberty
street and had gone into a residence
to repair a machine. In some man-
ner the horse either slipped on the
frozen ground or became entangled
in the reins and fell, striking his
head against the curbing with such
force that he was killed almost in-
stantly. Mr. Lynch knew potties
of the accident until notified by per-
sons who happened to witeess it.
A lazy liver may be only a tired
liver, or a starved liver. A stick is
all right for the back.of a lazy man.
But it would be a savage as well as a
stupid thing to beat a weary man or
a starving man because he lagged in
his work. So in treating the lagging
liver it is a great mistake to lash it
with drastic drugs. In ninety-nine
cases out of a hundred a torpid or a
liver is but a symptom of an ill-nour-
ished body, whose organs are weary
with overwork. Let your liver alone.
Start with the stomach and its allied
organs of digestion or nutrition. Put
them in proper working order, and
see how quickly your liver will be-
come active end energetic. Dr.
Pierce's ()olden Medical Discovery
has made many marvelous cures of
"liver trouble" by its wonderful con-
trol of the organs of digestion and
nutrition. It restores the normal ac
tivity of the stomach, inoressa the
secretions of the blood-making
glands, cleanses the system from
poisonous accumulations, and so re•
Heves the liver of the burdens Im-
posed upon it by the defection of
other organs.
Camp at Lafayette.
A camp of Modern Woodmen of
America was organised at Lafayette
by J. T. Willis, district organizer,
with the following officers: Alonzo
Lycan, consul; W. B. Edwards, ad-
visor; J. W. Williams, banker; Ed
win Gather, clerk; P. M. Frazer, es-
cort; H. C. Crenithaw, watchman;
F. Muer, sentry; Dr. J. H. Marshal,
physician; Dr. J. J. Heel', physician;
E. R. Bogard, J. F. Kirkman, J. R.
Lyon, board of managers; Lyman
Lycan, chief forester; W. T. Keats,
forester; John Allen, forester.
House Pr rty.
Miss Ida Carlose was the charm-
ing hostess of a house party at her
home last week in honor of Mrs. J.
B. Garber, Miss Willlametta James,
any of her representatives- until theet Paducah, and Miss Yola Young,
charges against him are cleared up.
Mr. Duke says if any of the charges
Mrs. Duke prove to be true lie will
have his marriage annulled."
Mr. Bramham's attorney, Champe
S. Andrews, and John I). Lindsay,
representing the Duke family, have
held several conferences with As-
sistant District Atsorney Perkins in
Brooklyn regarding the ease.
CALCIUM CENTERS
ON BRODIE L. DUKE, THE
SOUTHERN MILLIONAIRE
Tom Lawst,n and Cassie





At a meeting of the leading stock-
holders and promoters of the Guth-
rie Warehouse Company, It was de-
cided to raise the capital stock from
$6,000 to $10,000, divided into shares
of $10 each. A building committee,I 
composed of R. L. Buck. D. T.
I Mimms, George Suadon, Robert Les-
ter, R. 1. Buckley and A. M. Bar-
ker was appointed arid they will at
once investigate desirable locations
and prices, and report at another
!fleeting.
The building will be erected at an
early date, and the necessary step
have been taken for incorporation.
The latest news sensation, and tom
that is dividin4 interest with 0.''
Chadwick case and I.J4WEIOli'd
zied finance" exposnr.-s, is the Du k
affair. A Hopkinsviile boy, Villmsiu
0. Bramham, son of Prof. and Mr.
WilliamU. Bratnhani, is coniq Jou
ous In the matter in an entirely ere('
itable way by reason of his efforts to
save his friend and employer from s
lunatic! asylum
Brodie L. Duke, the North Caro-
lina millionaire. and a half brother
of James L. Duke, the noted prei-1
dent of the American Tobacco Com-
pany, was sent a few days ago to al
asylum for the insane in Brooklyn
by his childreen, following his mar-
riage to Mrs. Alice Webb, a pro-
moter, with wl at seems to be a rath-
er shady financial career.
On a writ of habeas corpus obtain•
ed by his secretary, Mr. Brainhain.
of Durham, N. C., the millionaire
was brought iii to the supreme court
at Brooklyn. Counsel for Mr. Brain-
ham argued for an immediate exam-
ination of Mr. Duke in eourt to de-
termine e hether or not he was in-
sane. This was objected to by De
lincey Nicoll, who said he represent-
ed members of Mr. Duke's famil,i
and who insisted that Mr. Duke's
sanity should be determined by a
commission appointed by Justice
Gaynor. Mr. Nicoll declared that
he desired to secure witnesses for
himself and that the persons whom
he represented "wanted to rescue
this tnan from the tolls of one of the
worst aillociations of criminals which
exited for the purpose of robbing
this man and perhaps killing him "
Mr. Duke was returned to the asy-
lum and the hearing continued until
Thursday. On that date a commit-
tee appointed by Justice Gaynor is
to meet to inquire into Mr. Duke's
condition and make a report as. to
whether he ls insane.
Duke said nothing in public, ex-
cept to shout from his carriage, "I
will fight this ease to the bitter
end."
Mercantile agencies rate Mrs.
Webb-Duke as an adventuress. She
Is said to have- some good mining
property, but all her other holdings
are fictitious. She claims that she
did not entrap Mr. Duke but that he
ardeutly permed her with proposi-
tions of matrimony.
After a conference with his attor-
ney, Mr. firarnham has given out the
following statement;
"Mr. Duke will have nothing to do
with his wife until all the charges
made against her are thoroughly
cleaned up. Mr. Duke is as sane as
any man living, and in my opinion
he will be released of the charge of
insatity.
"I have known him for years, and
he Is capable of managing his own
affairs. Mr. Duke told me yester-
day he would not see Mrs. Duke or
Todd Growers.
MANE !ABET
Mother of The President Of
France Dead.
(Special to New Era.)
PARIS, Jan. 16 —Mme Louhet,
mother of the president, died at Mar-
senile from congestion of the lungs,
aged ninety-two years.
Mtrie. Loulint.contributed much to
tbe president's prestige as she was a
typo of the simple country class.
The funeral will take place Tile-s-
tilt; and President Loubet left Paris
today in order to attend.
AFTER TRUST.
Government's Prosecutors
On Hunt for Evidence.
(Special to New Era.)
CLARKSVILLE. Tenn., Jan. 16.
—United States District Attorney
Tillman, of Nashville, and Special
Attorney A E. Garner, of Spring-
fi -Id, are spending today in the cit.)
for the purpose of gathering !iv(
deuce agAinst the alleged tobacco
trust, and will visit every point of
importance in the dark tobacco dis-
trict before completing'their labors.
Died of Consumption.
Miss Lottie Marquess, daughter of
Joseph Marquess, died Wednesday
night at the home of her parents of
consumption, aged nineteen years.






PURE SEEDS GOOD SEEDS
ALL KINDS OF SEEDS
Come to our Pim) to Get Them.
Wire
Good Wire Stout Wire Barbed Wire
Woven Wire 1 Poultry Wire
Now is the time to buy it We carry all kinds of
Hardware, Paints, Oils, Vanishes, etc. Try us and
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JAMES F. BALLARD SL
Scald by Ray a Fowler.
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We are Headquarters for All
110
The Todd County Tobacco Plant-
ers' association decided upon a re-
duction of acreage, the amount to be I
cultivated by each member not to
exceed seven and one-half acres to
the hundred acres owned by him
a+++4444-#4-f+++4++++-• +++4++
1
 Dr. Edwards, specialty eye,
ear, nose and throat. Test made
for glasses. Phoenix Building,
Main St., Hopkineville
+e++++++++++++++444444444.
Kinds of Field SOd
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Columbus, Ohio, May to. 1903.
Sousa four years ago I watt suffering
from impure blood and a general run-
down condition of the system. I had no
appetite, was losing flesh, and had an all.
gone tired feeling that made me misera-
' ble. I began the use of . S. S., and
otter taking seven or eight bottles m7 skin
Seaui cleared of all eruptions and took on
ruddy, healthy glow that assured me that
my blood had' been restored to its nor-
real. healthy condition. My appetite was
restored, as I could eat ̀anything put be-
fore me, and as I regained my appetite
I increased in weight, and that "tired feel-
ing" which worried me so much disap-
peared, and I was once again my oldself.
I heartily recommend S. S. S. as the
best blood purifier and tonic made, and
strongly advise its use to all those in need
of such medicine. VICTOR Sri:TEEMS.
Car. Barthman and Washington Ave..
Wheeling, W V., May 28, z903.
My system was run down and my joints
ached and pained me considerably. I had
used S. S. S before and knew what it
wee, so I purchased a bottle of it and have
taken several bottles and the aches and
pains are gone, my blood has been cleas-
ed and my general health built up. I can
testify to it ass blood purifier and tonic.
,1533 Market St. JoRN C. STEIN.
If you have any
symptoms of dis-
ordered blood










Removed to Hopper building, cor-
ner fith and Main Ste.
LONG & COOPER,
• OENERAL INSURANCE.
OBloe with E. S. Long, attorney,
/10pkinsville, Ky.
BAILEY WALLER,
I icensed Embalmer and
runeral Director.
With Wailer & Rogers, Furniture
and Undertaking, Hopkinsville. Ky
Your patronage solicited Calle
promptly answered day or night.
Hunter Wood, Hunter Wood Jr
Hunter Wood di Son
Atty.-at-Law.
Moe in Hopper Block upstairs
over Planters Bank.
HoPKINSVILLE, : KENTUCKY
'"Special attention tc Claerie Iti
bankruptcy.
...el, Yenta. Leslie Haydon
L. YONTS & CO.,
,Insurance Real Estate,
ABSTRACTS AND LOANS.








Effective Sunday, April 3rd.
6.4e a re
Arrives Princeton., 740 a in
" Paducah 9•25 a m
" Cairo ..11 :35 a in
Arrives sit. Lows 5 16 n m
NO. 986, DAILY.
Leaves Hopkinaville
Arrives Chicago .. _10:50 pm
NO. 332, DAILY 
Leaves Hopkinsville  11:20 am
Arrives Princeton 12:27i pm
" Henderson  pm
" Evansville 6:26 p m
Leaves Princeton 12:89 p to
1 Arrives Louisville 5:35 p m
Leaves Princeton 215 p m
Arrives Paducah 4.16 p m
r Arrives Memphis. 10:60 p in
a.rrives New Cole sae 10:00 a m
NO 840 DA ELY
.^ Leaves Hopkinsville  4:80 p in
Arrives Princeton. 610 p in
&-tiVes Princeton 267 a to
Arrives Louisville ...... 7:60 a in
Leaver Princeton  2:36 a in
Arrives Memphis 8'20 am
" New Orleans 7'56 p in
No 341 dailyar.HopkinsviLe 9:40 an'
No 821 daily arrives " 8.60 pm
No 881 daily, arrives " 1l:2bpn.
Tennessee Central R R
TIME TABLE.
Effective Sunday June 5th.
TRAIN NO. 1. Passenger—Dally.
Lv. Hopkinaville  • .43:16 a m
Ar. Clarksville 7.19 a to
Ar. Ashland City  IS :16 am
Ar. Nashville 9•15 a in
TRAIN NO 8. Daily—Passenger.
Lv. Hopkinsville 410 p III
t Ar. Clarksville 6•13a p in
1 Ar. Ashland City  6:26 pm
Ar. Nashville. 7'80 p in
: TRAINSARRIVE At Hopkinsville
No. 4—Daily.. 12:01 p. in
No. 2—Daily 915 p. in
Mixed Trains, Daily except Sunday.
No 96 arrives Hookinaville 2:00 pm
No 96, leaves Hopkinsville 8:00 p in





 a torehes to guide sinners to the foot or
the cross. Hear we, men! Hear me.
women: Rear me, children, who pro-
By Rev.
Frank De Witt Talmage, D. D.
21
1.os Angeles. Cal., Jan. 15.-1"or therm
timer' of multiplied and conflicting
religious bellefe that vex and confuse
the earnest soul the preacher in this
sermon supplies the only test whereby
the truth or falsehood of any religion
is to h iscovered. The text ls Mut-
ttlioerwi 4, "Ye are the light of the
At o time since the beginning of
the world has man been confronted
with such a multiplicity of diverse and
even conflicting systems of religious
belief as now. Yet all of these sys-
tems appeal with more or less force for
his acceptance and support. In the
east Mohammedanism, Confucianism,
Buddhiain and similar beliefs maintain
the aucient vigor of their creed In the
appeal to human credulity and guiles-
edition. while Europe and the western
world have their numerous systems of
creeds and "cults," each presenting its
elating for man's belief and allegiance.
Thus the great problem preseuta
Are theme systems a religious belief
and worship really efficacious? Are
their dogmas, tenets and creeds, their
ways of thinking and living, their so-
cial. fraternal or religious spirit as or-
ganizatious—are these things what
they ought to be or what they claim to
be'! Are their teachings true? And
how may we distinguish beyond all
doubt the true from the false?
An infallible test is supplied to us by
Christ himself by which we are en-
abled to oecide as to the real value
of any religious system. He tells us
that we may know whether its claims
are void by its effect on the lives of
Its adherents. "Ye shall know them
by their fruits. Do men gather grapes
of thorns or figs of thistles? Even so
every good tree brIngeth forth good
fruit, but a corrupt tree bringeth forth
evil fruit."
An illustration of this test is furnish-
ed by the fakirs of India. The princi-
ple of self denial is commendable, and
we admire men who sacrifice their com-
fort and devote themselves to service
for the world. But the principle ceases
Ii) be admirable when it produces vol-
untary squalor and filth such as are ex-
hibited by the fakirs. It must be a
corrupt tree that produces specimens
of humanity itiO debased and disgusting
as these Men.
I I have seen these fakirs. They did
not seem to me to be men or even wild
beasts. They were a lower creation.
They seemed to have crawled out of
the darkest caverns of an Inferno. I
have seen them with their matted hair
and filthy bodies; I have seen them
with uncut finger nails six Inches long
and twisted about in all shapes; I
have seen them, as John L. Stoddard
describes them in one of his lectures:
"A combination of beggar, fanatic, ha-
postor and spy. In disgusting sur-
roundings resembling is garbuge heap,
a score of these nem were seated, en,
tirely naked, upon a mound of ashes.
In which they rolled repeatedly. They
even rubbed the dirt all over their
bodies, which had been previously
greased In order to retain it. Their
hair, matted with filth, reached nearly
to their waists and was painted yel-
low, and on. this they threw oecasion-
ally handfuls of dust aud ashes. A
sickening feeling came over me at the
sight of this human degradation, espe-
cially when 1 remembered that there are
in India mo-e than a million of these
half crazed mendicants and frauds,
who are revered and almost worshiped
by multitudes of men and women, who
will actually stoop and kiss their feet."
"Are these the fruits of India fakir-
ism?" you ask. "la that the result of
the oath of poverty under which some
illudoos worship? Then I want none
of it Away with It. Its fruits are
worm eaten and filthily diseased and
bad." By the fruits found in the lives
of the believers ye must judge the re-
sult of a creed or system of belief.
Not True Worship.
Why do you not worship God as do
the dancing dervishes of the east?
"How do they worship him?" you ask.
Instead of entering a little church, as
you or I, to kneel In prayer, they begin
to move around in u circle. They keep
on circling around and around until
your brain gets dizzy with 'looking at
them. They dance ou and on. more and
more furiously, until after awhile some
work themselves Into the most violent
forms of physical hysteria or in utter
bodily exhaustion drop in their tracks
in a dead swoon. "Oh," you say to me,
"that is no true worship of God. The
— holy God does not expect any devotee
to make an Imbecile out of himself.,
Away with the worship of the dancing
dervishes!" By the fruits of a creed or
a cult, studied in the liver of the men
and women who believe in and practice
It, you can Judge the truth or the falsi-
ty of the teachings.
„ By the same criterion according to
which we judge the failures of the
false religions the world is to Judge the
White or the efficacy of the gospel of
Jesus Cln•Ist. The Saviour. In the
words of my text, f practically Keying:
"Men. women, it is to you I look to
exlithit the principles of my religion
to the world. My life will be short,
my teaching will soon be forgotten.
witless you, my followers, embody it in
your lives. The only way in which the
world can Know the grandeur and puri-
ty of this' truths I have taught must be
in the lives you lead. Ye are the light
of the world. Ye are my representa-
tives upon earth. Ye are the flaming
fess to be my disciples l'e are the
light of the world, by which the world
may judge whether or no my gospel is
a saving gospel." Ye members of
Christian chinches, Is it not an over-
whelming fact that It depends on our
lives what is the 'estimate the world
will form of the religion we profess?
What an impreggive fact it is that men
will determine by our livpa whether
Christianity Is the sustaining. the
transforming power that it doling to
be!
Christ's disciples, In the first place,
must have n divine liguit. Their fires
must be Ignited at the great altars of
God' mercy. They need so live and
act that they shall feel God has, par-
doned and cleansed them from all sin.
They must so live and act that other
Peonic will feel that spiritual fires are
burniug within them and that those
spiritual fires are cleansing the impuri-
ties out of our lives. The greategt puri-
fier on earth is fire. As we are appoint-
ed to lead others to the Christian al-
tars we must guide them by a flame
which is pure, because Christ's fires
have burned and are burning within
us.
We Need the Divine Flame.
Only the divine light can produce the
true light of life. "One day the lantern
was talking to the candles which stood
upon the mantel." wrote an imagina-
tive author. "Oh, how much my mas-
ter thinks of me." it said. "He has 'of-
ten told me It would be impossible for
him to go out into the dark nights if I
did not go with him to point out the
way." "Aye, aye," answered a candle,
"that may he all true. But your master
would sing a different song if it were
not for my bright eye in your socket.
Alining through your windows of glass.
Did It never occur to you, 0 lantern,
that you would amount to naught un-
less my light shone within you and
through you?" Christian disciples, does
It not occur to you that you are as noth-
ing and will continue to be as nothing
as a divine light unless Christ's light is
in you and shines through you? We
must have a divine fl .me burning with-
in us before we can he a divine light to
a sinful and a dying world.
But, though the divine name within
us is absolutely essential for the send-
ing forth of a dIviur.t light out of our.
lives. how many of Christ's professed
disciples neglect imparting the holy
fires within themselves which are al-
ways burning at God's mercy seat! In
one of the heathen temples of the east
I saw a fire which, the priest told me,
had been in existence hundreds of
years. Those priests never allow that
fire to go out. Have we always kept
the divine flame burning within us?
By diligent and unceasing prayer, by
continual reading of God's word, by
holy covimunications with God's saints,
by a pure, gentle, true, forgiving spirit,
have we always fed the necessary fuel
to the fires of our spiritual life? Lit-
Enoch, have we been continually walk-
ing band In hand with tied? Do not
think for one instant that you ean im-
pose upon the world an earthix flame
as a heavenly light.
Mottle For Murele's Sake.
A musician told me recently that she
could intuitively feel when she was
playing whether or not the members of
her audieuce loved music. If there
were twenty listeners present and nine-
teen were merely pretending to be lov-
erS of harmony,she would play over the
heads of those nineteen to the twenti-
eth, who loved inumic for ineille'g sake.
So In your life God knows whether
your light Is is divine flame, and man
also intuitively ean separate the earth-
ly light from the divine. Oh, so called
Christian disciples. before you attempt
to lead others to the cross get the di-
vine fires berning within you at the al-
tars of.your own hearts! Be not like
the five foolish virgium with lamps, but
with no divine oil for their lamps.
Pray. pray. pray! Plead, plead, plead
at the altars of mercy for this light!
Ile only can make the spiritual tires
burn within 3tm.
When the divine fires begin to burn
within us. what happens? Their Influ-
ence exerts itself all around us. Their
power Is felt by the people with whom
we come in contact. Their quickening
rays fall on fields that we know not
of and nourish and develop seed that
may have been carried from remote
mources. Many years ago Nir. Beeche:-,
homesick and lonely, was wandering
through an Alpine village, where, to his
surprise, he found some of the Ameri-
can flowers growing in the gardens of
the Swiss hamlets far from their na-
tive soil. When our gospel light be-
gins to shine it will develop spiritual
plants In fields or rocky soil and in
mountain ravines, far from the places
we ever expect to find them.
Spiritual Light Needed.
Dld you ever stop to think that spir-
itual seeds are a great deal like the
common seeds we plant in our gardens?
Their development depends nut more
upon the soil than the sunbeams which
kiss them. "What is the matter with
my garden?" I ask a neighbor. "I have
bought exactly the saree kind of seed
as you. I have faithfully watered the
ground every morning and evening. • I
have dug out all my weeds as soon as
they poked•their green heads above the
surface of the earth. Yet here am I
with a few straggling plants looking
for all the world as though they were
dying from a fatal attack of typhoid
In ii 'hominid of flowers,' while you
have roses galore and great, sturdy flo-
ral beauties that are scattering their
incense every whither." "Alt" answers
my neighbor. "you have starved your
plants for light. You have not given
them the sun's rays. Make your garden
not under the shadow of a wall. Dig it
in a place where the first sunbeam
which dances over the eastern hills crn
play hide and seek among ,your roses.
Give then gunlight! Flowers, like Veg-
etables harvest field*: must have
Light. Thar must have is,par AU Mee
•
• . t: eir spiritual seeds within them,
the lowest of social outcasts.
a Least seels may be developed. But
s; hat they need Is soiritual light. If
3.1 ,are t! e 1:;:,ht of the world. it may
it' te•Ivilege by the grace of God
iu them into life. They are
d ni. Id row, but when the light im-
In your soul shines upon them
ey may assaike into vigarette life and
I e r fruit to the glory of God. What
elnful mon needs is gospel light, divine
light, spiritual light.
it"thig teciuction is true, I would be
careful how your spiritual light touches
that (i iandcart! or that beggar or that
woman with mu faded shawl who goes
down under the gaslight. I would be
maul how you speak to that tnan
who (+pate you in business and ham
licid about you. Tia• ancient Romans
had a custom of placing a lighted lamp
In the coffins of their dead. During
the pontificate of l'aul III., when the
coffin was dug up containing the body
of Tullia. the daughter of Cicero, the
famous orator, such a lamp was found
among her bones. It was a strange
Idea to give the dead a light on their
path beyond the grave. Better far Is
the Christian hope that the divine
light, kindled during life in their souls,
will shed its rays on their path to the
heavenly haven,
A Guiding Beacon.
Our divine light is a quickening and
transforming light. It is also a guid-
ing light. It not only calls into spir-
itual activity those human seeds buried
in the quagmires of sin; it guides to
Christ those wandering souls which,
like a mariner who has lost his reck-
oning, are drifting toward the rocks of
destruction. How many a weary soul
tossed In ,the storm, with hope and
courage falling. may find strength and
spirit revive as it sees the divine light
kindled by the grace of God in your
soul shining out clear and true, SE the
sailor 19 cheered by the sight of the
Diamond shoal light, which signals year
In and year out fifteen miles to sea-
ward off Cape Hatteras, or the Cape
Charles light burns upon the water
front of old Virginia, or the Hog island
shoal lighthouse burns off Rhode Is-
land, or the Braddock point lighthouse
stands sentinel upon the banks of Lake
Ontario!
How necessary that the Christian's
light should be always bright and shin-
ing! How many souls there may be
looking to it for guidance through the
storms of life! If it failed to burn,
tliose souls might lose their way as,
were the Barnegat light snuffed out,
some noble ship freighted with precious
lives might in the darkness go crashing
on the reefs. Near Michigan City I
enter a lighthouse established there
many years ago by the United States
government. I see there an old wom-
an, over eighty years of age, of the
name of Miss Harriet E. Colfax. For
forty years she has cared for that
precious light. I say to her: "Come,
let us take a night off and go see some
friends. Yen have been a faithful
servant to our goverinnent long enough.
Take just one night to yourself in forty
years." -Oh, no," she would answer.
"I cannot go. Tonight there, might
come up a storm. A ship driven before
the wind might head toward these dan-
gerous rocks. The captain, standing
upon the bridge, would peer out into
the clarkuesm, a:tying: 1Vhere am 1?
Michigan City lighthouse must be near
at hand. Harriet Colfax has never
failed me iii the past.' If I failed Win
tonight, perhaps thut captain and all
his cretV might find a watery grave. I
Canna go tonight. I must attend to
the light. I cannot go tonight."
He Careful of False Lights.
Wo11111 you have ;I ghillie of Niima Col-
fux's outwore As 1. a seaman. Nall
over the Sea of life I find I have been
watching ivrta hi spiritual lighter us
Lake Ontario captalnic is•atch Michigan
City lighthouse. If these spiritual
lights had failed me I know that I
would have been lost It was my
mother's prayers, my father's guid-
ance; It was certain Christiau leaders'
hands which Aed may right. As I was
dependent upon the spiritual lights of
others I know that others are watching
your spiritual lights and mine. 0
man, .0 woman, be careful and not
give out false lights to your fellow
Christians. Be careful that you do not
say one word whieh 'night lead some
one to leave the right course. It was
Just a sentence, "I do not believe In the
excitements of revivals." tittered by
the president of Princeton college, that
kept Aaron Burr from becoming a
Christian and a man of God instead of
a monster of Iniquity. Watch well your
lives lest your inconsistency causes
some weak soul to stumble. As Paul
said be would eat no meat while the
world endured if meat caused his
brother to offend, so do you beware
lest your indulgeuce dim the light
which you should be giving. Ye are
the light of the world. Ye are the
lighthouses, standing sentinels over the
rocks of sin upon which many a Chris-
tian craft will be wrecked if your light
goes out. Burn brightly. Burn true.
Ye are a guiding light.
But I find the divine light in man
looks after Gocl's weaklings in a tem-
point as well as in it spiritual sense.
It strives to lift the Iron heel of tyrau-
uy from the prostrate neck of the help.
less. It labors to prevent injustice and
crime and evil temptations of all sorts
from walking unchallenged through
our streets to be a menace to the lives
of our 110,i4 111111 girls. It sees that
one class of men shall not be allowed
to quench this fiendish thirst for the
blood of another's, arteries. Darkness
Is the myulled of sin. Light Is the evil-
bol of the gospel. The one mieslou of
the gospel light Is to develop men for
Christ. The other mission is to burn
out sin wherever found. In the light of
the gospel we, as Christian men and
worneu, must go fowth to plead for
Christ with men In. a spiritual sense.
With the whRe slip of paper at the
ballot box we also mist pine* Ire pre-
tecting guards about them in a legal
MISC.
Sunbeams Cure Disease.
The sunbeams can cure pbysical dis-
ease. The gaspel light. if Christian
'people will only perform their Chris-
tian duties at the ballot box, will cure
governmental disease. 'flue late hr.
Nelle Finsen by scientific Inveictigation
found that certain microbes would die
under certnin colored lights. We 1:110tV
filet Ell gavernmentel injitictices and so-
cial (einess and city temptations will
disappear cinder the bright rays which
may be flashed from the gospel light.
Thus It Is every Christian's duty to see
to it that us far us I t. nuns be able he
shall have a Christian mupervisur and
a Christian common council and mm
Christian inayor and a Christhin gov-
ernor and it Christian congressman mid
a Christian senator and a Christian
president of the United States, If
Christian church members will stand
shoulder to shoulder at the ballot box
the injustices and crimes and evil
. temptations which run rampant through',
our great cities will no longer exist.
But I bethink myself as I come to
the close of this sermon on "Tran-
scendent Light" that I have two duties.
The one is to the servant of Jesus
Christ; the second is to the man and
the woman who have not yet been
willing to accept the Saviour's love.
The one is to the disciple of the Chris
tian light; the second is to the child of
Satan, who is living in the darkness
of sin. These are the two classes of
my audience. There is no third group.
for "he that is not with me is against
me, and he that gathereth not with me
fleattereth abroad." As I come to this
closing part of my sermon I tremble
with excitement. I know, as you
ought to know, the tremendous results
of your decision. Why do I tremble?
Because your father, your mother, your
wife, your child or the preacher of this
morning cannot make you become a
"child of light" if you are not willing
to do no of your own accord.
The gospel light, like that of the
Run's light, with all of its creating,
saving power, is the easiest of all great
influences to be resisted. The light-
nings strike everywhere. They cut to
the right and to the left. With one
blow they call, split rocks and wreck
homes and disniantle trees. The sun's
heat cannot be Ignored, even if one
would. When the hot summer months
come, ail who can do so flee f 'he
cities and hie themselves away to th
woods or the seashore. Closed doom
and windows make the stifling air only
the more oppressive. The poor little
children moan and cry. The sick, if
they are not taken away to the sea-
shore or the high mountains, often die.
The city parks are crowded with suf-
fering Iminanity.
Cannot Escape Thunder.
You cannot escape If you would the
sounds of the cannonading of the ele-
ments when the thunderstorm begins
to growl and to crash. The frightened
girl may run to her bedroom and close
the windows and draw the shades and
bury bier ears In the pillows. The
booming discharges of the heavenly
artilleries send their echoes even
through stone walls. But the sunlight
can lw overcome PO easily that all one
hag to oho is to close the eyelids mud tie
a bandage over the face, and es a blind
luau he will have to grope his way
along the darkness. All one has to do
is to plant the flowers under the shad-
ows of a wall, iind you can see them
pale and droop and wither and die.
Light may linve a creating, a develop-
ing, a protecting, a saving influence,
but light will never force its way
through a blocked vestibule or through ;
a thick obstruction which has been
Previte' to keep it out. Thug the gos-
pel light will !WNW enter )'our heart
unless you wish it to come. Christ
said. -1 ion the light." What is your
answer? Will you accept that light?
Will you reject it and live in eternal
darkness?
What Is your life to be? What is
your death to be? What is your eterni- I
ty to be? One moonlight night upon
the Hudson river there cume the quick
ring of the pilot's bell, warning the en-
gineer that danger wart ahead. It was
a moonlight night. No boat was near.
'flue iship was in midstream, so the en-
Omer could not tell what the signal
meant. He vi•ent at once to the pilot '
house. There he found the old pilot dy-
ing. As he lifted up the prostrate man
the pilot murmured: "It is dark. A
mist has settled upou the river, and I
cannot gee. 'fell the captain it hit dark
and I can't see." Oh, my friends, is
your life's close to he shrouded In dark
mists? Is your "river of death" to be
in a spiritual sense like that of the
Hudson river pilot—in an atmosphere
dark, impenetrably, awfully and eter-
nally dark?
When King Philip III. of France,
called "the Hardy." returned from his
war against the Moors and his con-
quest over the bey of Tunle. It is said
that he brought back in his train five
coffins. He came back to Paris, bring-
ing the dead bodies of his father, his
wife, his eon, his brother-la-law and his
brother. Can it be, 0 God, that after ;
our gospel campaign in thy mune we '
must give to thee dead, the eternally
dead. spirits; the souls dead to all gos-
pel light, of any of these thy dear ones?
God forbid. Open your eyes and your
hearts to him who is the "light of the
world." Today itivonie children of light,
messengers of light and conquerors in
and through( the light. "Ye are the
light of the vivorld."
(Copyright, ism by Louts isionschd
Artificial Cotten.
"Artificial cotton has been produced
in a small way from cellulose obtained
from the bark and knots of fir trees."
says the Textile Record. "The wood
is first embed into a fibrous mass.
then subjected to steam pressure in a
closed cylinder for ten hours, when a
solution of bisulphate of soda is intro-
duced and the material kept under











remedy for the speedy and perma
Dent cure of Rheumatism, Catarrh
ind sill diseases of the blood.
Iss Mary Mummy, Chrlehrr1110. 4.1.•
I says'
j I had rheumatism. very painful. 11/1111111
aMd feet so badly mwollen that I could nos
Wear my shot*. Tried various reinfrillee
but bald get no relief until I was lir
Quaid to try Lime Plant, When 1 hail
Le
ien one bottle the awaiting anitabi
re all gone and have not rata:
decidedly n.t.ter every way. COMMA
eeiy too much for Llie Plant.
NO CURE NO PAY is out guaran-
tee. It is the most certain cure for
diseases of the blood on the market.
If you feel badly why not take a
bottle, just the thing to tone up the
system.
ill eau factored 1107
It Is In
Your Hand,
oney deposited here Is as easily
r ched by the rlkiat owner as though
'tams in his own pr,eket. It 0110 be
drawn on at any time and any place
But it is safe from ttlieves.
PLANTERS 13.A.NR
Oil-RUST COMPANY •
is, equipped with modern burglar
and fire proof vaults which artLarlki-
otasly guarded night ana day. Mir--
miscricement Insures absolute mew-
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The Utah legislature elected ex-
Congreseman George Sutherland
(Rep). United States senator to suc-
ceed Kearns.
The Colorado general assembly, at
Denver, will at once begin taking
testimony in the contest of ex-Gov-
ernor Peabody.
Senator Depew Was re-eiected in
each house of the New York legisla-
ture at Albany Tuesday, and in Joint
session Weduesday.
Senator Lodge wan re-elected, and
ex-Governor W. Murray Crane was
selected to fill the late Sanator Hoar'e
term by the Massachusetts legisla-
ture.
The Michigan legislature hp/ re-
elected Julius Caesar Burl". sena-
tor, and the Connecticui, geueral as-
set/1,1y has named GielPernor Morgan
(*.Buckley (Rep. succeed Joseph
R. Hawley.
The Maine legislature has re-elect-
ed Eisoarer Eugene Hale for his fifth
term :
110
A resolution asking Senator Jos-
eph R. Burton to resign was killed in
the Kansas legislature by being re-
ferred.
^
Thomas K. Niedringhaus, the Re.
publican caucus nominee for United
States senator, failed of election in
the Missouri legislature yesterday
owiug to a bolt of eight of the Re-
publican legislators. Seven of the
bolting Republicans voted for R. U.
Korona, who was defeated by Mr.
Niedringhaus forces claim that the
bolting element will be strengthened
on today's balloting, and they as-
sert that at least fifteen votes will be
cast against Niedringhaus by Repub-
lican members. It is believed hi
well-posted politicians at Jefferson
City that the detest of Niedeitighaus
is steered.
Seuator W. J. Stone, of Miesouri,
yesterday delivered an address in
the national senate in support of his
reenlutiou directing the senate com-
mittee on the Judiciary to investi-
gate the charges of corruption in con-
eieztion with the natioersi elections
18e6 and 1904. In the course of his
speech Mr. Stone indulged in some
severe criticisms of President Roeeel
visit and Secretary Cortelyou.
W. H. Jones, of Glasgow, Ky., de-
feated Republican congressional can-
dit'ate, is being boomed for United
States marshal for the western dis-
trict of Kentucky. Dr. A. D Jones.
the incumbent, wants a reappoint-
ment, and Ben L. Bruner, of the
Fourth district, is also after it.
In an interview at Washington Na-
tional Committeeman Urey Wood-
son, of Kentucky, predicts the reelec-
tion of Blackburn to the senate next
year. 'He says the senator is strong
w'th the people over the state.
Woodson thinks Congressman 011ie
James may seek the gubernatorial
nomination.
.e'OR SALE—Sit steel tobacco
"011mws at $13.50 each.
,d4rwtt Metcalfe A McGrew.
•
BYRD SPEAKS IN THE
BRITTON CASE
He States That The Proof
Will Implicate The
Hargises.
(Special to New Era.)
LEXINGTON, Ky., Jan. I9.—At-
torney A. F. Byrd, former common-
wealth's attorney in the Jackson ju-
dicial district, made the opening
statement to the jury in the case of
William Britton, charged with the
murder of Town Marshal Cock
Jackson. He declared the proof
would show that a conspiracy was
formed and enteren into by and be-
tween Judge James Hargis, ex-Sen-
ator Alexander Hargis, Elbert Har-
gis, Curtis Jett, Bill Britton and oth-
ers unknown to the prosecution, and
that pursuant to that conspirapy
Cockrill was shot and killed from a
window of the circuit court toom in
Jackson. Byrd said that proof would
allow that on the day of the killing,
several years back. Cockrill, who
had been away from town returned,
and when it became known that he
was back a man went into the coun-
try where Bill Britton was at work,
and, securing him, came back to
town, and that a short time later,
Britton in company with Curtis Jett
and others, were seen with guns on
the second floor of the aourthouse.
CABBAGE SNAKE LIE
The Chicago Inter-Ocean says:
"Five million dollars paid for a lie,"
Is the way J. W. Brown, a Dee
Moines wholesale produce merchant,
describes the sequel to the story con-
cerning the cabbage snake.
Some one started a yarn to the ef-
fect that a small worm, or stireke,wire
concealed in many of the cabbages
on the market, and as a result cab-
bages are rottening in the produce
cellars. People are afraid to buy
them.
It is estimated that there are at
least $10,000 worth of cabbage in Des
Moines which no one will purchase,
while it is claimed that the damage
caused by the story throughout the
nation will not be lees than $5,e(10,-
000.
Trade papers are discussing the
matter in a furious vein, and regular
cabbage raisers declare they would
raise a big reward for the punish-
ment of the cabbage snake liar If
punishment were possible.
L. & N. Refrigerator Cars.
--- —
It is alumni ced that the Louisville
& Nashville is to have its own re-
ft igerat ior car servk_tP. an order hay-
iug been placed for 200 or the most
improved cars of this type. Thie will
ineen that the private car lines will
hive but little to do with the Louis
vine & Nashville and that read will
be receiving much of the business of
the commission men i in the South,
weir are pledged to tight the pr:vate
car lines.
Mrs. Johnson's Death.
Mrs. Martha M. Johnson, wife of
Charles Johnson, died Monday even-
lug at her home in this city, of urnen-
ic poisoning. She bad been Ill two
weeks. Mrs. Johnson was thirty-
nine years of age and was a native of
Canada. She was a devout member
of the Roman Catholic Church. Fu-
neral services were held Wednesday
at the church of St. Peter and St.,Paul, conducted by the Rev. FatherWalsh, and the interment took placein Hopewell cemetery.
LNO EXTRA SESSION.
"Uncle Joe" Cannon Ex-
presses Such Belief.WASHINGTON, Jan. 19.—‘ Uncle
lee" Cannon, speaker of the house,
at a banquet given the National
Board of Trade last night, expressed
the belief thatahers would be no ex-
tra session of congress.
Senator Burton's
Case Is Reversed
District Judge Erred in In-
struction to Jury.
(Special to New Era)
WASHINGTON, Jan. 17.—The
supreme court of the United States
yesterday reversed the case of Sena-
tor Burton, accused of violating the
statute against senators and repre-
sentatives receiving fees for services
in claims against the government.
The case is sent hack for a new trial.
The decision of the supreme court is
that the district judge erred in in-
structing the jury, and with respect
to several counts in the indictment




•THE IMPEACHMENT OF JUDGE S1VAYNE.Charlet' Swayne, judge of the United States circuit for it, ziortherti irt -of Florida,who has been impeached by the national house representai es ,,e1 the alleged gromotthat Ii'- has been &to:44,, in the 1,er-ft/n*61ot, antics. el,. .ol Delawsueand its 62 years of age. He was appointed by Pteattieut to Inhlf
WASHINGTON, D. C., Jan. 19.—(Special.)—The house of representstivea voted yesterday .to impose!) Judge Swayne on all twelve articles re-ported by the sub-committees appointed by the hou.se. The impeachmentresolution now goes to tho senate for trial. This is the first impeachmentordered by the house since 1876.
FIRED ON CZAR
AND HIS FAMILY.
Attempt at Assassination During a ReligiousCeremony at Winter Palace.
(Cablegram )
ST. PETERSBURG. Jan. 19.—The
czar and several member* of the
r5iyal family were fired upon today
'by persona supposed to be Nihilists.
No one was hurt. though there
were several narrow escapes. The
scene of the atternpted assaesination
was the front of the winter ealaceduring the cereinony'of the blessingof the waters. A number ef arrestshave been made.
Dr. Harned's Offices.
Dr. Hannel will open his new of-fices over Kelly's jewelry store. Therooms are being remodeled and fittedup and will be ready for occupancytomorrow.
NICUOL.AS
NUNES OF PEOPLE BURIED BY
AN EARTHQUAKE IN RUSSIA.
LONDON, Jan. 18.—A dispatch r Naesdal, north of Bergen, Sunday.from St. Petersburg to a news agency
reports that an earthquake at She-
maktia buried hundreds of people in
the ruins of buildings in the lower
part of the town, which was densely
populated, despite the decision after
the earthquake of three years ago
that no more houses ahould be built
there.
CHRISTIANA, Norway, Jan. 18.-
—Fifty-nlrie persons perished as the
result of an avalanche of rocks at
A mass of rock was suddenly precip-
itated into Loenvand Lake from the
neighborhood hills, causing an im-
mense wave twenty feet high, which
swept the neighboring shores.
Houses, people and cattle were
swept away by the rush of water,
and it is known that flfty-nine per-
sons perished. Thus far only four
bodies have been recovered.
A great storm today stopped the
relief work, as the surroun ling dis-
trict is unable to send help:
'Iftfr
USE REAL SILVER





Silver dollars that are counterfeit
is the latest.
Officials of the United States Sub.
treasury, at Cincinnati, have sent to
Washington two bogus dollars made
of silver withlu the last month. The
coins are about the same weight as
real money and the silver is purer.
The money has made its appear-
ance within two months and the
government sleuths are trying to lo-
cate the makers. The coins are
stamped and not molded—a new
thing in counterfeiting. The dies
used are said to be almost perfect,
and the impressions are clean cut
even to the milling. 
1The money is made from Peruvian
cOins, but this fact can only be dis-
covered with a magnifying glass.
The stamp obliterates the printing
on the coin and impresses the fac-
simile of real money on both its
sides.
Peruvian dollars can be had a
much less than the face value of a
United States dollar, and the Front
is larger. The coins look good and
have the right ring.
Police departments all over the
country are co-operating with the
government officers in searching for
the makers. It is the general 1w-
precision that the money is floated in
the East, and that the counterfeiting
plant is in the East.
Comes to HopkInsvIlle.
Mr. Dan Willis has arrived from
Paducah to take charge of the local
agency of the Singer Sewing Machine
company. Mr. Sullivan who has been
here for several months left Sunday
for Hopkinsville to work in the same
capacity. Mr Willis lived in May.
field several years ago, arid will
move his family here in a few days
to make their future home.—May-
field Messenger.
Howell Happenings.
Howell, Ky., Jan. 25.—Chairman
W. W. Radford, of Christian county
attended the .meeting of the tobacco
organization at Guthrie this week.
Allen Radford has pheumonia
fever.
Two of Mrs. McGee's children,
Charley and Elizabeth, have pneu-
tnonia fever, but at this writing they
are much better.
Mies Eunice Keatte will not return
to Bethel college this year, but will
take music from Miss Barbara Ad-
cock.
Rev. H. C. McGill started a pri-
vate school at Howell last Monday
at the solicitation of a few patrons.
Mr. 0. M. Wiison and wife, of
Pembroke, are spending a few days
with the families of Mr. Keatts and
Mrs. F. E. Wilson.
Miss Katie Wood, of your city, re-
cently visited Miss Edith Allen, of
Garrettsburg.
Mr. Morton Embry, who has been
attending Bethel college at Russell-
ville, has entered Bowling Green
Business college for this year.
Miss Lillian lilies, who has been
visiting in Lebanon, Tenn., wfil ',s-
tern home this week.
Miss Josie Fleming has pneu-
monia fever, having contracted It
last night after going home from
school.




From my farm near Sinking Forkone Brownish red steer about 500 or
800 lbs, white spot in head and whiteon breast. Reward for return to
R. L. Woosiey, Sinking Fork, Ky.
wit
tormusitircuis.l1Klilms1s sod Mailder Re*
TOBACCO MARKET:
The inspectors' report for the local
tobacco market shows another slug-
Ish week, although it is some better
tban the preceeding week. There
*ere no priblie offerings, the sales
Being Cir. :merle being inade privately. The
/1 (' 
rSport Is as follows: Receipts for
tie week, 26 hlids.; receipts for the
ar, 35 htide.; sales for the week,
li8 Wide.; sales for the year, 126
h ds.
The first limes sale since beginning
b 'loess was held this week by the
Abernathy company. They tepid a
barge offering considering the weath-
er conditions and satisfactory priests.
The tobacco offered was of the lower
grades, and prices ranged as follows:
Common leaf, $6 to $8; low leaf, $4.60
to $5. Lugs—$4 to $4.69; trash, $8 to
18-50.
The loose sale held at the ware-
house of R. M. Wooldridge & Co.,
was also satisfactory and offeriopwere large, although not of tbe hit/b-i er class. In the future loose saleswill be held at both of the I
warehouses on Tuesdays and Thurs-days of each week.
A WAY OPEN.
Many a HookinsvIlls Read
Knows It Well.
There Is a way open to convincetht greatest skeptic. Snores of Hop-kiteiville people have made It possi-ble, The public statement of their,experience is proof the like of whirshas never beeu produced before inHopkinaville. Read this case of itgiven by a citizen:
Mrs. W. H. Robb, wife of W.Robb, machinist, euployadForbes Jr Co's wagon works andsiding at 1029 High street, says: "baldly knew for many Months whatit was to be free from an aching batikand the irregular action of the kid-neys caused me at the same titheother symptoms which were distress-ing and often t'Ames exasperating. Iread about Doan's Kidney Pills andthe Symptoms which it was claimedIt whuid cure seemed so much likemine that I had my husband get a -box or me at Thomas
and Trahern's drag store. Wadthatithey gave me almost immotibitis. erelief and continued take takingthem for some time. They did memore good than all the kidney madlyeine 1 had ever taken put togetherand the results of the treatment jus-tify rite in subscribing my name tohearty 3ndorsemetit of the pills "
For sale by all dealers. Price 60cents.. Eciser-Milburti Co., Buffalo,
New ;York, sole agents for the UnitedStatee.





NO tTONVILLE, Ky., Jan. 19.—
Rob rs attempted last night to rob
the ostoffice here. They were
frightened off by the postmaster and
escaped on a handiar.
FAY RARE REPORT.
(Special to New Era.)
FRANKFORT, Ky.. Jan. 19.—The
senate Capitol committee has deold-i
ad to report favorably a resolutiowto
give the capitol commission author-
ity to select a site.
 4.-111.4
NI. S. TAILOR
e Special to New Era.)
DES VIOINES. Ia., Jan. 18.—W.
S. Tay ,or, the Kentucky fugitive.
has telegraphed that he will arrive
here ne*t week to plead his own de-
tense ml the moot court, which will
be lief& by the students of Drake
university, and in which he has
been indicted.
BRYAN PRESIDENT(Special to New Era,)
JACKSONVILLE, Ill., Jan. 19.—
WilllamiJennings Bryan was yester-
day elected president of Illinois Col-
lege, his ma taster. He aeosplod
the posl on. Hie salary will be $11,00
per year.
1
